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ABSTRACT
Software systems continue to increase in size and complexity to match the ever -increasing
user expectations. Designing and engineering such complex software systems brings about
unique challenges. Complex systems are not only expensive to develop, but even more
expensive to maintain. Most software systems must adapt to continuously changing business
contexts and requirements. In the process, software accumulates arbitrary complexities
making its maintenance even more challenging. Design and modeling are the primary
methodologies to develop reliable, sustainable, maintainable systems. The development of
novel design languages, tools, and methodologies is frequently not able to keep up with the
exponential increase in software complexities. As a result, engineers often experiment with
new design languages and methodologies with insufficient understanding of their efficacy or
impact on software maintainability and sustainability.
This dissertation explores the practices of software design and investigates the impact of
the design on code quality, maintainability, and sustainability. The research aims to answer
the following main research questions. What impact do design activities and software
modeling have on code quality? What are the key quality attributes that are most impacted by
design and modeling activities? What are the practices and perceptions of professional
software engineers with respect to design effectiveness? The dissertation also explores the
potential negative impacts of software designs in certain contexts. For example, the
dissertation explores how do software engineers integrate handwritten code with code that is
automatically generated from design models. This dissertation presents four main
contributions as follows.
iv

The first contribution is a survey study to investigate contemporary software design
practices and to explore the perception of practitioners and the tools and notations they use. I
conducted a survey of 228 software practitioners replicating a previous survey study that was
conducted ten years ago. The goal of the study is to uncover trends in the practice of software
design and the adoption patterns of modeling languages such as UML. The first phase was
conducted in April-December 2007 and included 113 responses. The second phase was
conducted in March-November 2017 and included 115 responses. The results uncover key
trends in the practice, including a significant increase in the adoption of informal modeling,
and modeling with domain-specific notations. The study also uncovers key deficiencies in the
prevalent design tools, including perceptions of significant learning curve and complexities
of modeling tools, and the insufficient support for model-based collaborations.
The second contribution is a study to investigate whether there is a correlation between
design activities, using languages such as UML, and improvements in code quality and
sustainability. The general consensus of researchers and practitioners is that up -front and
continuous software design using modeling languages such as UML improve code quality and
reliability particularly as the software evolves over time. However, our understanding of the
impact of using such modeling and design languages remains limited. My aim is to
characterize this impact on code quality and sustainability. I identified a sample of open source software repositories with extensive use of designs and modeling and compare their
code qualities with similar code-centric repositories. My evaluation focuses on various code
quality attributes such as code smells and technical debt. I also conducted code evolution
analysis over a five-year period and collected additional data from questionnaires and
interviews with active repository contributors. The study finds that repositories with
v

significant use of models and design activities are associated with reduced critical code smells
but are also associated with an increase in non-critical code smells. The results suggest that
modeling and design activities are associated with a significant reduction in measures of
technical debt. Analyzing code evolution over a five-year period reveals that UML
repositories start with significantly lower technical debt density measures but tend to decline
over time.
The third contribution is a study to investigate whether there are unexpected side effects
of using design and generative approaches. For example, typical design practices involve
generating code from design models. This generated code is fundamentally different than
what engineers would typically write by hand. As a result, extending and integrating with this
code presents unique challenges to engineers. Therefore, this study aims to understand the
impacts of UML modeling on code quality in different environments such as MDE and NonMDE contexts. I investigate the unique handwritten code quality in the MDE context. The
study analyzes these unique code fragments and compares their characteristics to handwritten
code in repositories where code generation is not present. The study finds that handwritten
code quality in the MDE context suffers from elevated Technical Debt (TD) and Code Smells
(CS). I observe key code smells that are particularly evident in this handwritten code. These
findings imply that code generators must optimize for human comprehension, prioritize
extensibility, and must facilitate integration with handwritten code elements.
The fourth contribution is investigating model usages in open-source projects. To identify
model-based repositories I used in house developed ModelMine tool. This tool can identify
model-based repositories in GitHub and other open-source platforms. I identified seventeen
vi

repositories and their modeling artifacts. Modeling artifacts includes UML files. Further, I
analyzed the model files to understand the practices and usages of models in these selected
repositories. This investigated how models are used, those who create the models are the
practitioners who develop the main systems, how models are maintained and get updated,
what is the model life cycles in relation to the repository life cycle. The results show that
models are not frequently used in software development in open-source, rarely maintained
and updated by the developers, and the model’s life cycle start early in the software
development phase and end early.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the dissertation topic that is concerned with the general practices
of software design, understanding how design impact code quality, and understanding how
engineers create and manipulate software models. This chapter also presents the f ive main
research questions of this research. Finally, the chapter lists the research progress today,
characterized by two published journal papers, five published international conference papers,
and two published technical reports.

1.1 Background
Software systems are growing in size and becoming more complex. Managing and
collaborating with these growing systems is a tedious task. Additionally, there are deficiencies
in working on these complex systems. One established mechanism for managing growing
software complexity is the use of software design and modeling. Software modeling more
specifically UML (Unified Modeling Language) model opens the door to software
stakeholders where software developers take participate in software development and
collaboration. Furthermore, Models tend to be more abstract, easier to understand, and can
represent software systems at various levels of abstraction. Models can be used to generate all
or most of the executable artifacts, further increasing the developers’ productivity and
improving the reliability and quality of software systems.
1.1.1 Contemporary Practices of Software Engineers
There is a general consensus that software development methodologies lie into two
categories which are design-centric and code-centric software development. In design-centric
software development, the design is the core of development. In this development
methodology, software engineers always follow the design first and develop the system
1

according to that design. This software development methodology is also known as forward
engineering. Today, the state of art in software abstraction is the practice of software modeling
which is a systematic use of models as a primary artifact in software engineering [1].
However, in code-centric software development software engineers build systems without
using any standard design or software modeling. Nonetheless, most often these code centric
software engineers use pen and white paper to present the abstraction of the systems.
However, this software engineering process suffers major deficiencies in code quality and
future software sustainability. The current software development practice remains codecentric because of the scarcity of available software designing tools and integration of modelgenerated code with handwritten code [2].
1.1.2 Arguments for and Against Design
There are arguments about whether software modeling and design has a positive impact
on software engineering practices. Several controlled experiments have been conducted to
measure the benefit of software design and modeling. However, the results of these
experiments have not been inspiring for the software modeling community. Agerwal et al. [3]
conducted experiments to investigate the usability of modeling tools. The results show that
modeling is easy for those who have prior experience with modeling and resulted in a positive
perception of the overall UML modeling usability. Arisholm et al. [4] concluded that the
benefits of using modeling in the form of UML diagrams are all but wiped out by the costs
associated with maintaining such models.
Anda et al. [2] reported on an empirical evaluation of UML based development in a large
scale that explores the benefits and difficulties of UML usages. However, the study results
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also show some positive effects of UML modeling such as modeling is useful in enabling
other UML adopters to have more realistic expectations and a better basis for making project
management decisions.
1.1.3 Mining Models from Open Source
Open Source such as GitHub is a distributed and dynamic workplace for software
developers where software engineers share their projects and make contributions to each other
projects. There is very limited work that aims to investigate the code quality of UML modeling
and the usages of UML models in open source. GitHub has around 10 million original
repositories. Mining UML models in GitHub is a no-trivial task. Additionally, in some cases
repositories are private in GitHub which does not allow us to retrieve repository information.
Several studies have exposed fundamental deficiencies in model-centered approaches [1].
There are few related works on the usages of UML modeling such as [5] that presents a data
set of total of 81 UML models (2016 dataset). Nonetheless, this data set cannot represent the
entire UML modeling in software engineering practice.
My aim is to investigate the practices of software design and modeling, understand how
the various modeling notations and tools are used in practice, and uncover the impact of
design on software quality and sustainability. My research is motivated by the following
research questions.

1.2 Research Questions
My research involves investigating whether model-centric methodologies do, in fact,
improve code quality, reduce technical debt, and improve maintainability. I want to
understand the conditions under which software design is impactful, and how it affects
3

codebase quality and longevity. My focus is also mining UML models and understand the
usages of UML models in open-source GitHub. Specifically, my research program is
motivated by the following research questions.
RQ1: What impact do design activities and software modeling have on code quality?
To answer this question, I aim to investigate how design languages such as UML impact
code quality. I also aim to investigate open-source projects that use UML extensively and
compare their code qualities and technical debt characteristics to similar projects that do not
perform design activities or use design languages such as UML.
In summary, these studies found that software design practices are, in fact, effective in
reducing technical debt. However, and unexpectedly, these studies also found that design
practices tend to be associated with certain code smells. I plan to investigate this association
further in the near future.
RQ2: What are the key quality attributes that are most impacted by design and modeling
activities?
Research efforts to answer this question will contribute to our understanding of the
quality characteristics that are most affected by software modeling and design. I aim to
conduct research that collects 1) quantitative data from codebase reposit ories, and 2)
qualitative data from questionnaires and interviews of practitioners.
Initial results that were published [6] show that critical code smells are significantly
reduced as a result of software designs. The study also found that qualitative data collected
from the practitioners indicate that designs are most effective early in the project lifecycle and
4

their impact tends to fade over time. This is potentially due to the fact that models often
become outdated and are no longer synchronized with the codebase.
RQ3: What are the practices and perceptions of professional software engineers with
respect to software design activities and modeling using UML and non-UML modeling
notations?
To answer this research question, I investigate the practices of the community of software
engineers in order to understand what design activities they perform and what types of
modeling languages they use. I also aim to understand whether models are used
collaboratively, shared widely with the development team, and to what extent are updated to
be in sync with the developed code. To answer this question, I plan to target unique sets of
practitioners comprised of code contributors and designers of the open-source repositories
that exhibit significant levels of modeling and design activities. These participants will be
approached using tailored questionnaires and surveys.
RQ4: What are the key code decencies in handwritten code in MDE projects? What are
the most prevalent code smells and their severity?
To answer this research question, I investigate handwritten code in MDE repositories. As
an initial work 5 MDE repositories have been investigated and compared with UML and NonUML based repositories. After collecting data of MDE context, UML and Non-UML I
identify code quality characteristics and their severity using code static analysis tool.
RQ5: How do software engineers create, maintain, and collaborate on software design
artifacts in open source projects?

5

We aim to investigate how software designs are created in open-source projects, how they
are maintained throughout the project life cycle, and how do engineers collaborat e on such
design artifacts. Towards that goal, I have collaborated with other researchers to develop a
prototype research tool (ModelMine) that can mine open-source code repositories to extract
design artifacts. We aim to analyze the extracted artifacts and characterize when models are
created and maintained throughout the project lifetime, and whether more than one engineer
collaborates on such models. Early results show that models tend to be created early. With a
few exceptions, models were not maintained as the code repository evolves over time. Early
results suggest that the majority of code contributors do not contribute to the design of the
project, suggesting that models become quickly out of synchronization with the code.

1.3 Research Progress to Date
I have authored five conference papers [7][6][8][9][10] and two journal papers [11][12].
The first paper reports on a survey study, and the second paper reports on investigations of
the effectiveness of modeling on code quality and sustainability. The contribution of the third
paper is developing a novel modeling mining tool and the fourth study is investigating the
model usages in open-source. I have extended the first study resulting in a journal paper [11].
I have completed another study on the side-effects of model-driven engineering
methodologies on hand-written code quality. The study is published at the Journal of
Software: Practice and Experience [10]. The following summarizes my research contributions
to date.
1.3.1 The Impact of Design and UML Modeling on Codebase Quality and Sustainability [6]
Software designs and models help manage the underlying code complexities that are
crucial for sustainability. Recently, there has been increasing evidence suggesting broader
6

adoption of modeling languages, such as UML. However, the understanding of the imp act of
using such modeling and design languages remains limited. This study aims to characterize
this impact on code quality and sustainability. I identified a sample of open source software
repositories with extensive use of designs and modeling and compared their code qualities
with similar code-centric repositories. The evaluation focused on various code quality
attributes such as code smells and technical debt. I also conducted code evolution analysis
over a five-year period and collected additional data from questionnaires and interviews with
active repository contributors. The results found that repositories with significant use of
models and design activities are associated with reduced critical code smells, but are also
associated with increases in non-critical code smells. The study also found that modeling and
design activities are associated with a significant reduction in measures of technical debt.
Analyzing code evolution over a five-year period reveals that UML repositories start with
significantly lower technical debt density measures but tend to increase over time.
1.3.2 A Decade of Software Design and Modeling: A survey to Uncover Trends of the
Practice [8]
A survey of 228 software practitioners was conducted in two phases ten years apart. The
goal of the study was to uncover trends in the practice of software design and the adoption
patterns of modeling languages such as UML. The first phase was conducted between April December 2007 and included 113 responses. The second phase was conducted between
March-November 2017 and included 115 responses. Both surveys were conducted online,
employed identical solicitation mechanisms, and included the same set of questions. The
results suggest some increase in formal and informal modeling and identify key challenges
with modeling platforms and tools.

7

1.3.3 Extending previous survey study [11]
This effort extends the previous study by increasing the number of study participants and
conducting a post-study questionnaire. In this work, we present the results of a survey of 248
software practitioners conducted on two phases ten years apart. The goal of the study is to
uncover trends in the practice of software design and the adoption patterns of m odeling
languages such as UML. The first phase was conducted in April-December 2007 and included
113 responses. The second phase was conducted in March-November 2017 and included 115
responses. A post-survey study was conducted in November 2018 and included additional
questionnaires with 20 participants. Both survey phases were conducted online, employed
identical solicitation mechanisms, and included the same set of questions. The survey results
are analyzed within each phase and across phases. We present the results and analysis of the
data identifying upward and downward trends in design and modeling practices.
The results indicate a significant increase in the use of well-defined and formal
modeling languages, as well as marked increase in the adoption of Domain-Specific
Languages. This is also reﬂected insignificant increase in the adoption of forward engineering
methodologies. A key motivation for this uptake is a concern that programming languages
and platforms may become quickly outdated. Unfortunately, there has been a consistent
dissatisfaction with modeling tool’s features, particularly their ability to support eﬀective
communication and collaboration. This is mirrored by increasing dissatisfaction with
modeling tools usability and learnability.
Future projections of this study suggest that diversity in modeling languages and tools is
likely to continue to grow, as well as an increase in reliance on models for automated artifacts
generation. As such, model and tool interoperability will likely to become an even greater
8

concern for the years to come. The results of this study can help researchers, practitioners,
and educators to focus eﬀorts on issues of relevance and significance to the profession
1.3.4 The Human in MDE Loop: A Case Study on Integrating Handwritten Code in ModelDriven Engineering Repositories [12]
In Model Driven Engineering (MDE) software projects, large portions of the executable
code are automatically generated from designs and models. This generated code may or may
not be edited by the developers to achieve their development objectives. MDE projects also
include a significant amount of Handwritten Code (HC). This handwritten code is developed
under unique constraints, as it must integrate with generated artifacts and code elements that
are not directly developed by the engineers. These constraints adversely affect codeba se
quality and maintainability. This case study aims to investigate the hypothesis pertaining on
the handwritten code quality developed in the context of MDE. The study analyzes th is unique
code fragments and compares it’s characteristics to handwritten code in repositories where
code generation is not present. The study finds that handwritten code quality in the MDE
context suffers from elevated Technical Debt (TD) and Code Smells (CS). We observe key
CS that are particularly evident in this handwritten code. These findings imply that code
generators must optimize for human comprehension, prioritize extensibility, and must
facilitate integration with handwritten code elements.
1.3.5 Understanding Collaborative Design and Modeling in Software Engineering [10][9]
In this work, I investigate the practices and usages of UML modeling in open-source
projects with a focus on how these models are used collaboratively. Additionally, I investigate
how often these UML models are updated, what types of UML models are used, and how
these uses of UML models aﬀect open source contributors, such as helping contributors to
collaborate more in the open projects. I have identified a sample of seventeen open-source
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repositories with UML models. After examining the sample models, the initial results of this
study suggest that models are often not updated to be in sync with the code, only a small
number of contributors update model files and that models are generally not used
collaboratively.

1.4 Organization of this dissertation
The dissertation is organized along my key contributions to date. Chapter 2 surveys
related works. Chapter 3-6 present my three main contributions to date. Chapter 7 concludes
the dissertation.
1.4.1 Chapter 2: Related Works
This Chapter introduces related works of software design and UML modeling. This
chapter covers the following research areas. 1) Studies that aim to characterize the current
practices of software design. This includes studies that surveys practitioners, mines software
repositories, as well as case studies involving industrial projects. 2) Studies that aim to
characterize the impact of software design on code quality. These studies are concerned with
investigating the hypothesis that design activities improve code quality. Literature in this are a
reports mixed results; there are studies that report positive impact, but also other studies that
find that design and modeling to represent an overhead that may not be justified under certain
circumstances. In that area, I classify research under four sub-categories, design impact on
defect rates, on code quality metrics, on maintainability, literature under code generation,
where at least some segments of the code are generated from models, and UML model usages
in open-source.
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1.4.2 Chapter 3: Understanding Modern Practices in Software Design
This Chapter presents the software design practices in today’s world. Software design and
UML modeling improves the understanding of growing complex software systems. In
addition to that design practices provide better documentation and sustainable software
systems.
1.4.3 Chapter 4: Impact of Software Design on Code Quality and Sustainability
Software sustainability and maintainability are discussed in this Chapter that
fundamentally impacts code characteristics such as code smell and technical debt. Software
design has both positive and negative impacts on software code quality and sustainability.
1.4.4 Chapter 5: Understanding Hand-written code quality in MDE Context
This Chapter presents this unique handwritten code and its quality characteristics in the
MDE context. Handwritten code which is not generated from models are unique and often
found in MDE projects. Integrating this unique type of code with the model-generated code
is a challenging task. This integration requires understanding the code quality and
characteristics of these handwritten code in the MDE environment.
1.4.5 Chapter 6: Mining UML Models in Open Source Repositories
In this Chapter, I present a small corpus of UML models and their usages in open-source
projects which includes how UML models get updated, maintained, and used for
collaboration. This mining process is semi-automated that also requires knowledge of UML
model creations and their life span in open-source software.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORKS
The related works to this dissertation falls under four categories; 1) studies that aim to
understand how software design is practiced. These studies can be in the form of surveys,
mining software repositories, case studies and interviews with software professionals. 2)
Studies that aim to assess the impact of software design on code quality characteristics. These
studies focus on the impact of design activities on defect rates, code quality metrics, and
impact on software maintainability. 3) Studies that aims to assess the handwritten code quality
in the MDE context 4) Studies that mine UML models in open-source and investigate their
usages.

2.1 Understanding the Design Practices of Software Engineers
Software engineering methodologies became far from uniform. Software engineers
adopted development practices that ensure high level of reliability and maintainability. These
practices include extensive use of UML models and design-driven software development
methodologies. These approaches enable software engineers to verify and validate systems in
absence of code, which also includes different software domains. The best known and most
widespread modeling language is the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [13]. Model Driven
Engineering researchers also argue that the dissemination of UML models will take over near
future.
However, a modeling language can be graphical or textual. Other examples of graphical
modeling languages are Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), System Modeling
Language (SysML), Architecture Description Language (ADL), Object-Role Modeling
(ORM) etc. [cite]. SysML is a Domain-Specific Modeling Language for system engineering,
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which is also widely used in industries, and it is defined as a UML customization (UML
profile) [14].
Xtext, PlantUML, UMPLE, and yUML are some examples of textual modeling languages.
Xtext is a framework for developing domain-specific languages (DSLs). Further, Xtext is
being developed in the eclipse projects as a part of the Eclipse Modeling Framework.
Whereas, PlantUML is a language that allows describing UML models directly within the
source code of the software. PlantUML contains use cases, class models, state machine
models, and activity models [13].
Despite UML adopted as the standard of object-oriented modeling notation [1], there are
many deficiencies that exists in model-centric software developments. Arisholm et al. [4]
concluded that for complex tasks UML models are most effective, on the other hand in simpler
tasks there is a cost associated with UML model updates. The use of modeling tools such as
CASE technology has been much less than one would expect. Iivari et al. reported that these
modeling tools are not productive as it is intended to be [15]. However, this result is
paradoxical. The effectiveness of such modeling tools cannot be observed without using them.
Norman and Nunamaker [16] reported that software engineers’ productivity perceived being
improved with the use of CASE technology. Nonetheless, the usability of software modeling
tools is not matured yet and these causes not to adopt model-centric approach over codecentric approach [16][3].
2.1.1 Surveys of Software Engineers
Researchers in software engineering often use a survey to collect data about the practices
of software development. For example, Bente Anda and Kai Hansen reported on a case study
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that was conducted in ABB company to assess the immediate benefits and difficulties of UML
based development in a large project [2]. The results suggest that there is an improvement in
the development using UML, however, usages of UML reduce the positive effects of
development such as extra training needed for the newcomers of UML based development.
Forward et al. [17] conducted a survey of 113 software practitioners aiming to understand
attitudes and experience of software modeling specifically on UML modeling. They found
that modeling is not used widespread, models are outdated, and not consistent with the code.
However, modeling is used for documentation and up-front design purposes. Badreddin et al.
conducted a survey of 228 participants for a 10 years period of time [8]. The aim of this study
was to uncover software design and modeling practices. The results of the study suggest that
some increase in formal and informal modeling and identify key challenges with modeling
platforms and tools. Whittle et. al. conducted a survey of 450 Model Driven Engineering
(MDE) practitioners with the aim to understand the extent to which practitioners adopt model
driven development styles [18]. Their survey results suggest that MDE adoption may be more
widespread than commonly believed. They found that developers often do not use models to
generate complete systems. Further, Hebig et al. investigated the usages of modeling in opensource GitHub. They mined 10% of GitHub repositories and found approximately 1% of
projects that specifically use UML modeling [19].
In education, Badreddin et. al. [20] conducted a survey of 195 undergraduate and graduate
students from seven programs at four higher education institutions. The goal of the study is to
uncover students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of UML in software development. The
study found a downward trend in how students perceive UML effectiveness as they progress
towards their degree. This study also suggests that UML modeling should introduce early in
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the degree program. In a similar study conducted by Liebel et al. [21] included 218 student
responses, the authors found that UML modeling tool complexity is not the only factor in
UML modeling adoption in education. The authors suggest to increase the use of educationspecific UML modeling tools to enhance students’ learning experiences.
2.1.2 Case Studies on investigating modeling practices
Often, research would identify a specific project or organization for in-depth analysis of
the practices. These studies often focus on one or a few cases for investigations.
There are some works addressing small numbers of case studies of modeling in opensource projects. Yatani et al.[22] reported on the model usage in Ubuntu development by
interviewing 9 contributors. The authors found that models are not actively used and updated.
They also explored models are not used consistently and how developers adopted their
development without using models. This study was extended by Chung et. al [22] with a
survey that includes 230 developers and designers. The results suggest that there is only 27%
practice diagramming update found very often or all the time during the software
development.
Similarly, Osman et al. [23] performed 10 case studies of open-source projects from
Google-code and SourceForge that use UML. The study found that the frequency of updating
UML models is low. The authors also found two reasons that trigger updating UML diagram:
1) if there are changes in the features of the system, and 2) if there is a group of newcomers
joining the project. In another study, Grossman et. al [24] performed a study to understand the
perspective of individuals who use UML using the task-technology fit model. This study
reported on the characteristics that affect the usage of UML.
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2.2 Investigating the Impact of Software Designs on Code Quality
The consensus of researchers and practitioners is that upfront and continuous software
design using modeling languages such as UML improve code quality and software reliability
[25]. Further, software designs and models reduce code complexities which are crucial for
sustainability and maintainability. Figure 1 [26] shows how aerospace software systems are
growing over time and maintaining these growing software systems are crucial. Additionally,
poor software design triggers design debt over time.

Figure 1: Software Complexity in Aerospace Systems

Many companies look to the number of bugs as an indicator of software quality. But it
only relates more to the quality of the process than to the health of the codebase. There is a
chance that bad code leads to a larger number of bugs; however not every bug occurs due to
the bad quality code. Now, the question arises of how we will measure code quality. There
are several ways to measure code quality. Some of the code quality measuring techniques are
listed below.
a) Measuring code complexity
b) Measuring code smells
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c) Measuring security issues
There are many open-source code quality measuring tools are available. For example,
SonarQube, PMD, Understand, and Checkstyle are some popularly used static code analysis
tools [27].
Software design debt have many forms that are expressed through different code smell
symptoms, and we used code smell as a code quality indicator. The design debt affects
software quality negatively. For example, a simple change in a source code can take a larger
amount of time than it should require. Possible symptoms of design debt are code smell [6].
Since there are many code smells, it is important to identify which code smells should be
addressed in the source code.
2.2.1 Design Impact on defect rates
Sustainable software advocates software quality characteristics such as code smell and
technical debt. These quality characteristics still remain an area to explore.
There are several proposed approaches to identify and detect code smells. They range from
manual approaches, based on inspection techniques [28] and metric based heuristics [29][30],
where code smells and antipatterns are identified according to sets of rules and thresholds.
Rules are defined by several techniques such as using fuzzy logic and executed by means of
a rule-inference engine or using visualization techniques [31][32][33].
Khomh et al. [34] investigated whether classes with code smells are more change prone
than the classes without code smells. The results suggest that classes with code smells are
more change prone. They also identified some specific code smells which are the concern of
software evolution. In a similar study, Zazworka et al. [35] investigated the impact of god
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classes on software quality, with the broader aim of exploring code quality as a design debt
indicator. The study analyzed two commercial software systems in detail whether god classes
are more defect prone. The results suggest that god classes are in general more change prone
and in some cases more defect prone. This also indicates that the god class smell is important
to monitor and manage in software development projects, and they are in fact related to the
maintainability of software systems.
He et al. [27] selected 10 types of code smells in their study which includes God Class,
Excessive Class Length (A.K.A long class), Excessive Method Length (A.K.A long method),
Excessive Parameter List, Duplicate Code (A.K.A code clone), Cyclomatic Complexity,
Coupling Between Objects, Excessive Imports, Too Many Methods, and Too Many Fields as
technical debt indicators. In their study, they found that only few code smells are prominent
such as God class, Cyclomatic complexity, Excessive imports.
2.2.2 Design impact on Code quality metrics
Software design has an impact on the code quality metrics. What affects these design
practices mostly depends on code quality metrics. In most cases, software design such UML
modeling improves code quality.
Fernandez-Saez et al. reports in a group of experiments to assess the impact of the level
of UML Models on code quality [36]. They conducted 8 controlled experiments in total and
their findings suggest that code quality is slightly better when using low level UML diagrams,
for example, if it is used for the modification of the source code. The results of the study
suggest that high level models appear to be more helpful in understanding the system.
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Some of the software engineering researchers investigated industrial software to
understand the impact of UML modeling on code quality. For example, Ariadi et al.
investigated an industrial software to assess the impact of UML modeling on the quality of
software system [25]. They used the defect density quality attribute as a measure of software
quality. From this empirical study of Java system the authors evaluated the impact of using
UML modeling on the defect density of Java classes. Java classes that are modeled using
UML are found to have significantly lower defect density than those that are not modeled.
This indicated potential benefits of using UML modeling which eventually improve the
quality and reliability of software systems.
Scanniello et al. conducted long-term investigations that included 333 observations of both
PhD and software practitioners in diﬀerent contexts as they performed comprehensibility
tasks [35]. Results of the study suggest that the use of UML models do not aﬀect source code
comprehensibility and modifiability.
Further, Badreddin et al.

[37] conducted a controlled experiment to assess the

comprehensibility of code using UML models. The study results suggest that there is no
visible comprehensibility improvement while using UML models with object-oriented
programming language (OOP).
2.2.3 Design Impact on Maintainability
In another study, Fernandez Saez et al. investigated the eﬀectiveness of forward
engineering and reverse engineering on maintenance tasks [38]. They found that models
produced at design time are more eﬀective than reverse engineered diagrams. The study was
conducted with undergraduate and graduate student participants, and the artifacts they used
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were comprised of small size systems. Results suggest to encourage software developers,
albeit with caution, to follow a model-centric approach in projects with novel maintainers.
Izurieta et al. advocate for primitive management of technical debt by addressing it early in
the design and architecting activities [39]. In their study, they explore diﬀerent aspects that
must be handled to better manage technical debt.
In the work of Dzidek et al. [40], an experiment was conducted to investigate whether the
use of the UML impacts the maintenance in comparison to the use of source code only. This
study investigated the costs of maintaining and the benefits of using UML documentation
during the maintenance and evolution of a real nontrivial system where 20 professional
developers performed as subjects. These developers had to perform 5 maintenance tasks
consisting of adding new functionalities to the existing system, and the correctness, time, and
quality of the solution were measured. Both source code and UML diagrams, when available,
had to be maintained. The results of this work show a positive influence of the presence of the
UML for maintainers. In terms of time, the UML subjects took longer if the UML
documentation had to be updated. However, the UML was always beneficial in terms of
functional correctness. Further, UML help to produce better quality code when the developers
are not familiar with the system.
Consequently, Arisholm et al. [4] showed the results of a controlled experiment carried
out to assess the impact of UML design diagrams on software maintenance. Software
professionals were subjects in this study. The authors recorded the time taken to perform the
modifications to the system, the time spent maintaining the models, and the quality of the
modifications performed. The results of the quantitative analysis revealed no significant
difference in the time spent making the modifications. Similar to Dzidek et al., they observed
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that the quality of the modifications was higher for those participants who had been given
UML diagrams. As in Dzidek et al. the participants’ profiling information such as ability and
experience were not analyzed as regards the comprehensibility and modifiability of source
code.

2.3 Automated Code Generation and its impact on Software Quality
Software design and UML modeling practices with automated code generation need some
light to uncover the shed in this research area. Moreover, we do not know adequately about
the impact of automated code generation on software quality.
2.3.1 Survey of Software Practitioners in MDE Context
A large amount of MDE context is being studied by conducting interviews and
questionnaires on industry MDE software. Researchers always conduct survey and
questionnaire to investigate the code quality and code integration in the MDE context. Still,
the surveys and questionnaires in MDE context are limited. For example, Hutchinson et al.
[41] conducted an empirical study of MDE projects in the context of industry using
questionnaires and interviews. The authors reported on the factors of MDE usages and
investigated factors of failure and success aspects of MDE such as benefits of code generation.
Moreover, Fernandez Saez et al. [42] conducted a survey on UML and software modeling
with employees of a software company who works on software maintenance projects. The
results of the study suggest that UML modeling is beneficial, however, there are concerns and
challenges associated with UML modeling such as integrating modeling into the overall
software engineering approach.
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2.3.2 Technical Debt (TD) in MDE Context
The general consensus is most or at least some code is automatically generated from
models in MDE projects. There seems to be limited literature on Technical Debt in the context
of modeling and MDE [43]. The study by Giraldo et al. [44] proposed an approach to study
and analyze the impact of TD on software modeling. In addition, He et al. investigated 16
MDE projects and the results showed that the generated code contains more code smells than
what software developers would normally produce in code-centric development approach
[27]. In a similar work, Izurieta et al. discussed basic concepts of TD in the context of MDE
but did not provide code level analysis [39]. Further, Nurgoho and Chaudron [45] investigated
the impacts of UML modeling more specifically class diagram and sequence diagram in terms
of defects density with software modules that are not modeled and surprisingly found that
UML modeling reduces the defect density in code than not modeled modules.
2.3.2 Case Studies in MDE Context
Case studies are also used to understand and measure the impact of MDE environment in
software modeling particularly in the MDE context. For example, Lucredio et al. [46]
conducted three case studies and measured the impact of MDE on software reuse. The authors
compared software systems that are developed in MDE and Non-MDE environment. Results
suggest that in some domains such as in business domain, the MDE environment improves
reusability, however, these approaches are associated with some overhead cost for
maintenance. There are some investigations where two software development methodologies
are used i.e. model-centric and code-centric development approach to understand which is
more suitable. For example, Krogmann and Becker [47] compared two software
developments, one using a code-centric approach, and the other using MDE, and found that
with MDE the same software could be developed with only 11% of the total effort with the
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conventional approach. Similarly, Mohagheghi and Dehle [48] reported on the MDE
applications in the industry; their studies aim at investigating the impact of MDE on the
software quality. They conducted a literature review of 25 papers and found very few
empirical data that focuses on the quality of software that is developed in the MDE
environment. The authors also found that when MDE is applied in software developed it
increases the productivity and the quality of the software system.
2.3.3 Controlled experiments in MDE Context
Controlled experiments are also performed in MDE context by software engineering
researchers. Results of these controlled experiments suggest that the MDE and UML
modeling has both positive and negative impacts. For example, Scott Tilley and Shihong
Huang [49] conducted experiments on UML diagram and the results from the experim ents
suggest that the UML’s efficacy in support of program understanding is limited by factors
such as ill-defined syntax and semantics, spatial layout, and domain knowledge. They also
observed that UML documentation has positive impacts on the most complex tasks. However,
controlled experiment by Dzidek et al. [40] observed that UML provides benefits in terms of
correctness, time and software quality. However, model and code synchronization are
reported as the most fragile and time-consuming activity [17]. They found that software
models are used as means of communication and collaboration among team members.
Similarly, Arisholm et al. [4] carried out a controlled experiment to assess the impacts of using
UML documentation in software maintenance. The results of this study suggest that UML
documentation does help to save eﬀort in terms of time.
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2.4 UML Modeling in Open-Source Projects
UML modeling is performed in open-source projects and their usages are limited. Very
few studies have been conducted to understand the actual usages of UML modeling in opensource projects. Studies also show that modeling is not performed in open-source as traditional
coding is performed [50]. However, UML models are used mainly for communication
purposes.
2.4.1 Mine Software Repositories to uncover design practices
Another key methodology to understand software engineering is mining repositories. In
these studies, researchers often apply analytical mining tools to extract data from code
repositories. In open-source software development, code remains the key development
artifacts [24]. Researchers know very little about the use of UML models in open-source.
However, some software engineering researchers performed some efforts to identify UML
models and their usages. Nonetheless, the data set is very small up to date. ReMoDD [5] is a
repository for UML models, but their repository collection is not ample. For example, in 9
years it has 81 UML models stored (2016 results).
Hebig et al. [51] reported on a study that investigates how UML models are used. The
authors mined GitHub to understand when UML models are created and updated. The results
of the study suggest that UML models are generally used at the beginning of the project start.
They also found that 12% of model duplicates in GitHub. However, there are works done
manually by Karasneh et al. [22] who used a crawling approach to automatically fill an online
repository with approximately 700 model images. But this work was focused on the models
only and the authors did not take any consideration of project context which includes any type
of models such as academic, industry.
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Further, the studies on the usages of UML models are frequently conducted amongst in
industries which are mostly performed by surveys and questionnaires [52][53]. However,
some of the studies focus is open- source models. For example, Reggio et al. [52] investigated
which UML diagrams are used based on diverse available resources, such as books, university
courses, modeling tools etc. There are existing model repositories that can be found online
also [22]. However, these repositories are small size and seldom include other artifacts than
the models which makes it impossible to study actual model-based repositories.
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CHAPTER 3: THE EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE DESIGN PRACTICES
OVER A DECADE: A LONG-TERM STUDY OF PRACTITIONERS
This chapter is based in part on the papers published in ACM/IEEE 21st International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS) [8] and The
Journal of Object Oriented Technology (JOT) [11].
The chapter presents the results of a survey of 248 software practitioners conducted in
three phases ten years apart. The goal of the study is to uncover trends in the practice of
software design and the adoption patterns of modeling languages such as UML. The first
phase was conducted in April-December 2007 and included 113 responses. The second phase
was conducted in March-November 2017 and included 115 responses. Third phase is a postsurvey study was conducted in November 2018 and included additional questionnaires with
20 participants. All survey phases were conducted online, employed identical solicitation
mechanisms, and included the same set of questions. The survey results are analyzed within
each phase and across phases. We present the results and analysis of the data identifying
upward and downward trends in design and modeling practices.
The results indicate significant increase in the use of well-defined and formal modeling
languages, as well as marked increase in the adoption of Domain-Specific Languages. This is
also reflected in significant increase in the adoption of forward engineering methodologies. A
key motivation for this uptake is a concern that programming languages and platforms may
become quickly outdated. Unfortunately, there has been a consistent dissatisfaction with
modeling tools features, particularly their ability to support effective communication and
collaboration. This is mirrored by increasing dissatisfaction with modeling tools usability and
learnability.
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Future projections of this study suggest that diversity in modeling languages and tools is
likely to continue to grow, as well as increase in reliance on models for automated artifacts
generation. As such, model and tool interoperability are likely to become an even greater
concern for the years to come. The results of this study can help researchers, practitioners,
and educators to focus efforts on issues of relevance and significance to the profession.
Specifically, this research will advocate to build better software modeling tools and promote
modeling to the educators.

3.1 Introduction
The adoption of design in the software engineering spheres has been far from uniform. In
domains sensitive to deficiencies such as safety-critical systems, software engineers have
unreservedly adopted development practices that ensure exceptionally high levels of
reliability and security. Those practices include 1) extensive use of model-driven engineering
methodologies where models generate all or most of the executable artifacts, and 2) model driven testing methodologies where many test cases, scenarios, and test oracles are
automatically generated and executed to achieve more efficient testing and enhanced
coverage. These approaches enable engineers to verify and validate software systems even in
absence of complete or executable code and, in many cases, independently of the platform.
Models support advanced simulations of software and physical systems, enabling the testing
of rare scenarios that may otherwise be too expensive or risky to execute. Model -centered
methodologies ensure that potential vulnerabilities in software codes are discovered early and
are not obscured by arbitrary code complexities [41]. It has been argued that dissemination of
model-centered methodologies would eventually make its way to the main-stream practices
[2].
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Despite the near consensus on the value-added of model-centered methodologies [54],
many studies have exposed fundamental deficiencies in model-centered approaches [51].
Arisholm et al. [4] concluded that the major benefits of using modeling in the form of UML
diagrams are wiped out by the costs associated with maintaining such models. Iivari [15]
explored why modeling tools are not used in general in software projects. In their study of
organizations that acquired software design technologies and supporting tools, they report that
70% of modeling tools are never used after being available for one year, 25% are used by only
a single group, and only 5% become widely used. Usability of modeling tools has been
recognized as a possible factor limiting adoption [55][56][3]. Investigations of software
engineering and computer science educational programs suggests limited attention to software
design concepts, accompanied by a general perception of lack of effectiveness of design
notations such as UML [20][21]. Recent studies of students' perception suggest that, counter
intuitively, students tend to view software design activities progressively less effective as they
advance in a typical computer science or software engineering program [15].
Unfortunately, there are lack of studies that investigate trends in the practices of software
engineering as it relates to design and modeling activities. By understanding the trends over
an extended period of time, researchers can focus their efforts on challenges that are most
relevant to practitioners and suggest most impactful features for modeling tools providers.
This chapter attempts to uncover the trends of adoption of software design and modeling in
practice. Towards this goal, we designed a survey and collected data in three phases ten years
apart. All the phases were conducted online and employed identical solicitations and
questions. This work extends previous work as follows [57]. First, we designed and executed
a post-survey study questionnaire and collected additional quantitative and qualitative data
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(Section 5.1) and report on the post-survey results (Section 5.2). Participants in the post
survey study were recruited from phase II. We also extend the reported data and extend the
results and analysis of the study. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we
present related work covering related survey studies. In Section 3.3 we present the study
methodology, effort to minimize bias, and profiling summary data. In Section 3.4 we present
the results of the survey for both phases. Section 3.5 presents the phase III post study survey
design and results. The data analysis identifying trends in the practice are presented in Section
3.6. We present threats to validity in Section 3.7. Finally, Discussion and Conclusion are
presented in Section 3.8.

3.2 Related Work
Whittle et. al. conducted a survey of 450 Model Driven Engineering (MDE) practitioners
with the aim to understand the extent to which practitioners adopt model driven-development
styles [18]. Their survey results suggest that MDE adoption may be more widespread than
commonly believed. They found that developers often do not use models to generate complete
systems. Another survey conducted by Silva aims at identifying key concepts and
terminologies in the model-driven engineering domain [58]. Their goal is to provide answers
for fundamental questions such as; what constitutes a model? what is the relationship between
a model and a meta model? and what are the fundamental facets of modeling languages?
Another survey study of practitioners focused on practices in Turkey [59]. The authors
reported significant level of UML use and design practices. They also found that the waterfall
process, despite being old-fashioned, is broadly practiced.
In education, Badreddin et. al. collected 195 student responses from seven programs at
four higher education institutions [20]. The goal of the study is to uncover any trends in
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students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of UML in software development. The authors
found a consistent downward trend in how students perceive UML effectiveness as they
progress towards their degree. In a similar study by Forward et al., the authors found that
UML modeling tool complexity to be a significant factor in education [17]. They recommend
the use of education-specific UML modeling tools to enhance students’ learning experiences.
They also found that if industrial design and modeling tools were to be used in classrooms, a
dedicated tool support resource becomes necessary. In another study that focused on
embedded systems, the authors surveyed 275 engineers. We summarize other survey studies
of design and modeling practices in Table 1.

3.3 Research Methodology
A three-phase survey is conducted to understand the practice of software design and UML
modeling which includes a post-study questionnaire. The goal of this phase III post-study
survey is to reflect on the phase I and phase II surveys key findings with participants and to
collect additional data. We present the solicitation approach, survey structure and topics,
efforts to minimize bias, and the demographics information of respondents. A complete report
on the set of questions, methods, and specific measures taken to mi nimize threats to validity
is published in a separate attached artifact as a technical report [60][61].
3.3.1 Solicitation
The survey was conducted online [62]. We sent targeted solicitations to a wide variety of
organizations and posted the survey on many forums, including Javaranch [63], Javaforum
[64], Dream in code [65], several UML user groups, and agile methodology user groups. We
posted the survey in technological websites, such as digg.com and dzone.com. We also posted
the survey in different Facebook programming groups such as JavaScript, Php Programming,
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and others. We identified these Facebook programming groups popularity in phase II by the
total number of members and ensured that these groups are active. The venues such as
digg.com, dzone.com, Javaforum, Javaranch, UML user groups were popular in both phases.
We followed identical solicitation venues, techniques, and frequencies for both phases of the
study.
3.3.2 Survey Structure
The survey consisted of nine topics. Each topic is explored by a set of questions with
possible answers varying from a 5-point Likert scale, to open ended free text questions. The
Likert scale range is from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Some questio ns included
additional options of never, always, and Not Applicable. Only complete responses were
included in the analysis, but participants were able to skip some questions based on their
answers. For example, participants who did not have an experience with a specific approach
were able to skip all related sub-questions. In total, the survey included 152 questions. Each
survey is expected to take about 60 minutes for completion. The survey topics are as follows.
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Table 1: Summary of survey studies of design and modeling practices
Scale/Region

Year

Participants

Count

Medium

Goal/focus area

[2]

ABB

2016

Professionals

16

Online
Interview

Assessment of UML based
development

[17]

Global

2007

Professionals

113

Online

Characterization of code-centric
versus model-centric
development methodologies

[59]

Turkey

2015

Professionals

202

Online

software engineering practices
in Turkey

Key Findings
Evaluation of UML adoption in a specific
project
Identification of key benefits and challenges
with
model-centric development
On average, design related activities
consumed 12% of total project effort

[20]

U.S, Canada,
Israel

2015

Students

195

Online

Trends in students’ perceptions

Students graduate with overall negative
perceptions of the effectiveness of UML

[21]

U.S, Canada,
Sweden

2017

Students

218

Paper

Case study in Model
Driven Engineering Pedagogies

Tool complexity reduces MDE pedagogy
effectiveness

[66]

Brazil

2013

Professionals

275

Online

Use of UML modeling and
model-driven approaches
for embedded software

Model-driven approaches provide productivity
and portability of embedded software systems

[67]

[57]

Global

Global

2008

2018

Professionals

Professionals

284

228

Online

This study suggests several aspects of UML
adoption and there is no standard approach to
Different dimensions of UML usage
using UML within a group.

Online

Uncover software design and
modeling practices

[3]
USA

[67]

Global

2003

2006

Students

Professionals

N/A

182

An empirical study aimed
at assessing the usability of
UML

Paper

Assess the perception of UML
usage.

Online

The results suggest some increase in formal
and informal modeling and identify key
challenges with modeling platforms and tools.

Developers gave very low score for UML
usability. On the other hand, novice
developers have positive perceptions of the
usability of UML.

More extensive educational programs are
needed, both to increase the number of analysts
familiar with UML, and provide ongoing
support to help them make fuller use of its
capabilities.

Topic 1 (fundamentals): This topic constructs a characterization on what constitutes a
software design activity and a software model. Various options were presented ranging from
class diagrams, use cases, to source code. The objective is to uncover any perceived notions
of what constitutes a design or modeling activity.
Topic 2 (basic characterization of the practices): This topic explores the basic
characteristics of the practice, including how the modeling and designing activity is
accomplished and when, and what notations are used in the course of software design. The
objective of this topic is to develop basic understanding of the state of the practice.
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Topic 3 (life cycle): This topic investigates the activities involved across various
development phases from requirements, design, testing, and documentation. The goal is to
characterize the various activities performed throughout the entire software life cycle.
Topic 4 (platform): This topic explores the specific tools, methods, technologies, and
platforms used in the software development activities. This topic also documents
characteristics of the nature of the software applications that participants develop.
Topic 5 (efficacy): This topic investigates specifics about the design and modeling
practices. The questions under this topic explore the various activities and inquiries about the
efficacy of the various approaches for the task at hand.
Topic 6 (code versus model centrism): This topic explores perceived challenges in codecentric software development approaches and perceived challenges in model-centric
development approaches.
Topic 7 (open-ended and optional contact information): This topic includes open-ended
set of questions and comments about the software design practices and questions about the
survey itself. This includes optional questions where the participants can voluntarily provide
contact information for follow up.
Topic 8 (demographics): Demographics question with sub-questions that include country
of origin, education level, and years of experience of the participant.
3.3.3 Minimization of Bias
To minimize bias, we employed two survey techniques; randomization of questions and
balancing positive/negative questions. Randomization was applied to the order of questions
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to ensure that possible participant fatigue is distributed across survey questions. Specifically,
the following question order was randomized: question 2 to question 5 inclusive, and question
7 to question 17 inclusive.
To minimize bias in question wording, we adopted neutral question wording whenever
possible. In cases where neutral wording was not possible, we balanced the number of positive
and negative phrases. For example, questions that explore advantages of a specific design and
modeling activity are balanced by questions about the advantages of code-centric approaches.
Moreover, in multiple steps in the survey, we stated additional information so that participants
could consistently answer a set of questions, as an example:
"For the remainder of the survey, please assume that any reference to a software model refers
to an artifact that represents an abstraction of the software you are building. A model can
typically be viewed as a set of diagrams and/or pieces of structured text. It can be recorded on a
white board, paper, or using a software tool. A model could use formal syntax and semantics but
this is not necessary. We will consider the final source code of the system, and requirements
written in natural language to not be models, although models can be embedded in a
requirements document." Since the goal of this study is to discover trends, any biases inherit
in the survey structure and questions will be present in both phases, and therefore will be
largely minimized in the course of trends analysis.
3.3.4 Demographics
The survey collected demographics information related to years of experience, the level of
education of participants, their geographical location, and the nature of their professional
software engineering role and activities they perform, and the nature of application they
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develop. Sub-sample analysis is conducted and is reported in the included artifacts and
technical report. In Table 2, we present the demographics summary data for phase I and phase
II separately.
Table 2: Profiling data
Phase I

Category

N

Phase II
%

N

%
100

All participants (complete responses only)

113

100

115

Participants in U.S/Canada

63

55.7

47

41

Participants in EU

13

11.5

3

9.4

Participants outside US/Canada and EU

14

12.5

16

13.8

Participants with >12 years of experience

60

53.47

55

46.9

Participants with PhD

9

8

12

12.1

Participants with Masters

40

35.4

34

36.4

Participants with Bachelor

35

31

12

12.1

Participants without degrees

29

25

23

19.1

3.4 Results
We present the results of the survey as follows. All questions under the same topic are
combined within the same table whenever possible. For brevity, we only show the combined
values for Strongly Agree and Agree, and combined values for Strongly Disagree and
Disagree. We also list the mean value for phase I and phase II separately. Mean values are
calculated by converting the Likert scale to a vector of values from 5 corresponding to
Strongly Agree, to 1 corresponding to Strongly Disagree. For each topic, we also show the
mean gap, calculated by the difference between the mean value for phase I and phase II.
Significant mean gap is shown in bolded and underlined font in each table. The null hypothesis
is that the two values of phase I and phase II come from the same sample. We made an
assumption that when two snapshots mean difference is 0.4 and above, we consider this a
significant difference. A significant difference would indicate divergence (either upward or
downward) in the survey data.
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3.4.1 Topic 1: Fundamentals
The primary objective of questions in this topic is to ensure that participants have a general
agreement on what constitutes a model. This topic included questions about Class Diagrams,
Deployment Diagrams, picture by a drawing tool, textual use case, whiteboard drawing,
picture by hand, source code, source code comments, and others. The results of this topic are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3: What is a software model?
Responses for Topic 1: What is a software model
Phase I
Entity that might be a model
% SA+A % SD+D
Class Diagram
88.4
2.7
UML Deployment Diagram Use
77.5
5.4
82.1
9.8
Case Diagram
Picture By Drawing Tool
85.6
7.2
Textual Use Case
78.8
10.6
Whiteboard Drawing
78.8
8.8
Picture By Hand
57.1
9.8
Source Code
46.8
38.7
Source Code Comment
33.9
41.1

Mean
4.3
4.1
4
4
4
3.9
3.9
3.2
2.9

Phase II
%SA+A %SD+D
87
4.9
72
17.5
80
13.5
62
20.3
59
18.4
63
20
61
13.4
47
38.7
44
39.9

Mean
4
3.8
3.8
3.5
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.1
3

Mean Gap
-0.3
-0.2
-0.3
-0.5
-0.5
-0.4
-0.4
-0.1
0.1

3.4.2 Topic 2: Characterization of Practices
This topic focuses on uncovering how participants perform their modeling and design
activities, and how they learn about various aspects related to modeling. Participants are asked
about the methods they use to create models and are provided with choices that include
whiteboard drawing, diagramming tool, word processor, word of mouth, hand written
material, comments in source code, modeling or CASE tool, drawing software and others. On
how participants learn about modeling, the questions focused on the type of artifacts they
referred and how they go about their learning activities. The results for this topic are shown
Table 4.
Recently, "word of mouth" is less used by the practitioners whereas comments in source
code, modeling tools, and drawing software are frequently used as a medium and methods of
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modeling. Software practitioners are more inclined to use models for brainsto rming possible
design. However, there is a decline on using models as a prototype (Table 5).
Another set of questions are related to the type of artifacts the developers refer to as shown
in Table 6. Table 6 depicts a contradictory result between phase I and phase II data on using
word processor and diagramming tool as a reference.
The last set of questions in this topic explores participants daily activities as shown in
Table 7 and Figure 2. This result shows a positive perception on using modeling in daily
activities such as fixing bugs and write/maintain test scripts in phase II. Figure 2 also shows
that building software systems using modeling slightly decreased recently.
Table 4: Medium and methods of modeling
Topic 2: Medium and methods of modeling
Phase I
% Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean

Medium or methods used to
model
Whiteboard drawing
Diagramming tool (e.g. Visio)
Word processor / text
Word of mouth
Handwritten material
Comments in source code
Modeling tool/CASE
Drawing software

33.3
42.3
45.5
42.3
51.4
51.4
58.9
72.1

45.0
36.9
26.8
27.0
22.5
21.6
29.5
12.6

Phase II
% Never& Sometimes % Very Often Mean

3.2
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.1

40
43
42
54
49
49
55
68

57.9
43.2
55.3
46.1
51.3
37.8
29.0
29.0

Mean Gap

2.9
2.8
2.7
2.4
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.3

-0.3
-0.1
-0.1
-0.4
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.2

Table 5: What models are used for
Topic 2: What models are used for?
Phase I
% Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean
Developing a design
26.6
48.4
3.3
Transcribing a design into digital format
32.8
39.1
3.1
Prototyping a design
53.1
32.8
2.7
Brainstorming possible designs
54.7
23.4
2.6
Generating code (code editable)
65.1
17.5
2.2
Generating all code
76.6
14.1
1.8
Activity

Phase II
% Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean
28
55.1
3.2
41
51.7
2.9
24
32.2
2.2
34
44.8
3
66
34.4
2.2
66
31
2.1

Mean Gap
-0.1
-0.2
-0.5
0.4
0
0.3

Table 6: Reference materials
Responses for Topic 2: Reference materials
Refer to material created by/as
Word of mouth
Word processor / text
Diagramming tool
Whiteboard drawing
Comments in source code

Phase I
% Never and Sometimes % Very Often
22.3
54.5
30
48.2
32.4
42.3
34.5
41.8
42
30.4

Mean
3.4
3.3
3.1
3
2.9
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Phase II
% Never and sometimes % Very Often
40
60.5
29
54
70
36.9
37
48.6
55
47.3

Mean
3.1
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.7

Mean Gap
-0.3
-0.4
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2

Drawing software
Modeling tool/CASE
Handwritten material

57.8
55.9
56

13.8
31.5
20.2

2.6
2.5
2.4

32
85
27

39.5
28.9
29.7

2.4
2.3
2.3

-0.2
-0.2
-0.1

Figure 2: Daily activities of participants (1)
Table 7: Daily activities of participants (2)
Responses for Topic 2: Daily activities of participants
Phase I
Available tasks
% Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean
Think about s/w system
9.4
77.1
4.1
Run / attend meetings
19.8
60.4
3.6
Explain s/w design to others
15.8
51.6
3.5
Design a s/w system
18.8
57.3
3.5
29.2
53.1
3.3
Lead software project
Search about s/w
31.2
46.2
3.2
system Model a s/w
30.2
45.8
3.2
system Write new code
37.5
49
3.1
Maintain existing code
37.5
40.6
3
Fix bugs
39.4
39.4
3
Perform manual testing
35.1
34
2.9
Write / maintain requirements
41.1
40
2.9
General administration
40.4
29.8
2.8
Write / maintain test scripts
58.3
17.7
2.4

Phase II
% Never& Sometimes % Very Often Mean
12
41.2
4.1
14
68.6
3.5
26
65.7
3.2
34
54.3
3.3
23
65.7
3.2
31
51.4
3.2
37
45.8
3.1
29
54.3
3.3
26
60
3.3
23
48.6
3.5
37
51.4
3.1
34
48.6
3.1
43
54.3
2.8
47
44.1
2.8

Mean Gap
0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
-0.1
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0
0.4

3.4.3 Topic 3: Lifecycle
Questions in this topic focus on modeling and design activities as it relates to the project
lifecycle. The first set of questions explore when design activities take place in relation to
coding. The choices for this question include before coding, during coding, after coding, and
only on request.
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A second set of questions in this topic explores the various activities that are performed
by the participant. These activities included searching, requirements, design, modeling,
testing, coding, transfer, develop tests, and documentation.
A third set of questions investigates the daily activities of participants. The survey
provided choices that participants could choose from and included additional fields where
participants could identify additional activities. The choices that were provided include think
about software system, run or attend meetings, explain software design to others, design a
software system, lead software project, conduct a search about software system, model a
software system, write new code, maintain existing code, fix bugs, perform manual tes ting,
write or maintain requirements, general administration, and write or maintain test scripts. The
data for this question is used primarily in sub-sample analysis.
Software modeling and various activities during project life cycle are shown in Table 8
and Table 9. Table 8 data shows that activities in the project life cycle such as searching design
testing, knowledge transfer, documentation are less performed in phase III compared to phase
II. Table 9 significantly shows that models are only created on request supported by phase III
data.
Table 8: Various activities throughout the project lifecycle
Topic 3: When do you perform the following tasks?
Available tasks

Phase I

Phase II

% Gap

Searching
Requirements
Design
Modeling
Perform testing

Mode
Constantly
Start
Start
Start
Constantly

%
64.5
60
53.8
46.5
44.1

Mode
Constantly
Start
Start
Start
Constantly

%
36.1
72.2
44.4
66.7
42.9

-28.4
12
-9.4
20.2
-1.2

Coding

Constantly

41.7

Constantly

31.4

-10.3

Knowledge transfer
Develop tests

Constantly
Constantly

41.7
40.2

Constantly
Constantly

30.6
34.3

-11.1
-5.9
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Documentation

End

38.7

End

27.8

-10.9

Table 9: When is modeling performed?
Topic 3: When is modeling performed?
Phase I
Timeline
% Never&Sometimes % Very Often
Before coding
18.8
59.8
During coding
33.3
36
After coding
60.4
19.8
Only on request
78.5
10.3

Phase II
Mean
3.7
3.1
2.5
1.9

%Never & Sometimes % Very Often
16
54
41
51.3
54
37.8
59
32.4

Mean Gap
Mean
3.7
2.8
2.5
2.3

0
-0.3
0
0.4

3.4.4 Topic 4: Platforms
For the platform topic, we explore the modeling notations that participants use. Some
choices that were provided to participants in the survey included UML (any version), UML
2.*, SQL, Structured Design models, UML 1.*, ERD, Well-defined DSL, ROOM / RT for
UML, SDL, Formal (e.g. Z, OCL), BPEL, and others. This topic explores the use of various
modeling tools, such as Eclipse, Visual Studio, Rational RSx, Rational XDE, and others. The
topic also explores various related technologies and platforms, such as Java, PHP / Perl,
ASP.Net, Ruby / Python, C / C++*, and others.
Summary results are shown in Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12. Table 11 data shows that
older version of UML usages declined among practitioners. However, there is a signific ant
increase in using domain specific languages and formal modeling such as OCL in phase II.
Table 11 provides contradictory results on Eclipse usages as a development tool. Result shows
that Eclipse platform usages decreased over time. Table 10 data depicts that Java
programming language was used often in phase I whereas Ruby/Python is being used in more
frequently (phase II data).
Table 10: Modeling notations and tools
Topic 4: Modeling notations and tools
Modeling notations

Phase I
% Never &Sometimes % Very Often Mean
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Phase II
% Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean

Mean Gap

UML (any version)
UML 2.*
SQL
Structured Design models
UML 1.*
ERD
Well-deftned DSL
ROOM / RT for UML
SDL
Formal (e.g. Z, OCL)
BPEL

30.9
52.1
55.6
58.8
54.8
63.2
78.8
85.9
89.2
93.9
92.8

51.8
34.4
29.6
21.6
28
20.8
5.8
7.1
3.2
2
3.1

3.3
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.3
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.3

46
53
49
50
73
46
62
79
68
75
87

33.4
34.4
34.3
38.2
26.7
40
32.3
15.2
25.8
18.8
13

2.9
2.5
2.7
2.7
1.9
2.9
2.4
1.8
2.2
1.9
1.6

-0.4
-0.1
0.2
0.2
-0.5
0.6
0.7
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.3

Mean
2.1
2.3
1.5
1.2
1.2

Mean Gap
-0.9
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2
-0.2

Table 11: Development Tools
Topic: Development Tools
Available options
Eclipse
Visual Studio
Rational Rose
Rational RSx
Rational XDE

Phase I
Never and Sometimes Very Often
43.9
40.8
56.7
32.0
76.5
17.3
85.7
10.2
89.7
5.2

Mean
3.0
2.4
1.8
1.4
1.4

Phase II
Never and Sometimes Very Often
71
20.0
63
25.7
85
14.7
94
5.8
94
5.7

Table 12: Technology
Phase I
Technology options % Never& Sometimes % Very Often Mean
Java
46.3
31.6
2.4
PHP / Perl
74.2
19.4
2
ASP.Net
79.4
14.4
1.8
Ruby / Python
88.3
8.5
1.6
C / C++*
60
30
2.4

Phase II
%Never & Sometimes % Very Often Mean
80
11.5
1.8
74
14.3
2.2
74
14.3
2
77
17.2
1.9
65
25
2.3

Mean Gap
-0.6
0.2
0.2
0.3
-0.1

3.4.5 Topic 5: Software Development Domain
This topic presents the software that participants develop in their profession. The
participant selected one of the following options for each sub-question listed: Never,
Sometimes, Moderately often, Very often, and Always. We combined Never and Sometimes
together and Often and Very often together and presented the results in Table 13.
The software built by practitioners and software developers includes Co mputationaldominant software (e.g., Simulation, Scientific, Image Processing, Machine Learning),
Business software (e.g., Bank Transaction Processing, Financial Analysis, GIS, Software
Tools), Consumer software (e.g., Word Processors, Spreadsheets, Browsers, Games),
Information display and transaction entry (e.g., Search Engines, Maps, Weather, News),
Operating systems (e.g., Mac, Windows, Linux), Middleware and system components (e.g.,
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Database servers, Virtual Machines), System Support utilities (e.g., S ecurity, Anti-Virus,
Spam Filter, Encryption), Website content management, Servers (e.g., Email, IM, Proxies,
Load Balancers), Malware (e.g. Virus, Spyware, Spam), Embedded real time software (e.g.,
Firmware, Routers), Industrial control software (e.g., Air Traffic Control), Design and
engineering software (e.g., Testing tools, Development environments, Database / Reporting,
Modeling Tools) etc.
Summary results of Table 13 regarding type of software that are built by practitioners
show that most often is related to business (phase II data).
Table 13: Software Development
Topic: What types of software do you build?
Available options
Business
Design and Engineering
Website Content Management
Information Display (Search / News)
Middleware
Consumer
Operating Systems
Computational
Servers
Embedded Real-Time
System Utilities
Industrial Control
Malware

Phase I
Phase II
% Never & Sometimes % Very often Mean %Never &Sometimes %Very Often Mean
44.8
45.8
2.9
30.4
75.1
4.12
60.4
25
2.4
50.23
46.2
2.57
62.1
23.2
2.3
67.2
27.9
2.11
66
26.8
2.2
64.3
36.1
2.41
67
23.7
2.2
70.2
38.1
2.44
67.7
21.9
2.1
60
28.1
2.07
74.00
21.90
2.00
69.30
26.80
2.48
76.6
11.7
1.9
80.7
33.7
2.37
75.3
12.4
1.9
60.4
17.9
1.49
76.8
14.7
1.8
104.7
16
2.1
84.2
7.4
1.6
80.2
21.4
1.69
89.5
9.5
1.5
79.5
16.9
1.59
92.7
2.1
1.2
103.7
17.9
1.83

Mean Gap
1.22
0.17
-0.19
0.21
0.24
-0.04
0.48
0.47
-0.41
0.3
0.09
0.09
0.63

3.4.6 Topic 6: Efficacy
This topic presents questions related to the suitability of the modeling tools for the targeted
activities, i.e. developing a design, transcribing a design into digital format, generating code
where code is accessible and editable, prototyping a design, brainstorming possible designs,
generating all code (no manual coding), and others (Table 15).The topic also explores
participants’ perceptions of key characteristics of modeling tools (i.e. modeling tools
suitability as a medium of communication with other developers, ease and speed to cre ate
models, suitability for model-based analysis, support for collaborations, visualization of
different aspects of the models, generate code, embed parts of models in documents, etc.)
shown in Table 14.
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There is a positive mean gap for generating all the code from model between phase I and
phase II which implies that modeling tools are suitable at this task in recent years (Table 15).
However, the performance of modeling tools at developing a design is decreased in phase II.
Similarly, positive mean gap is visible for the ability to view different aspects of a model and
information density in Table 14.
Table 14: Desired attributes of modeling tools
What are the desired attributes of a modeling tool?
Modeling tools attributes
Communicate to others
Readability
Ease and speed to create
Ability to analyze
Collaborate amongst developers
Ability to view different aspects of a model
Generate code
Information density
Embed parts of model in documentation

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Phase I
Mean
5
5
3
3
3
2.3
3
3.2
3

SD
4
4
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

Phase II
Rank Mean
1
4.2
2
4.5
3
3.3
4
3.1
5
4
6
3
7
3
8
3.9
9
2.8

Mean Gap
SD
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2

-0.8
-0.5
0.3
0.1
1
0.7
0
0.7
-0.2

3.4.7 Topic 7: Code versus Model Centralism
This topic investigates in depth perceptions of participants on when coding approaches
versus modeling and design approaches are more suitable to perform various activities. These
activities include fixing a bug, creating efficient software, creating a system as quickly as
possible, creating a prototype, creating a usable system for end users, modifying a system
when requirements change, creating a system that most accurately meets requirements,
creating a reusable system, creating a new system, comprehending a system’s behavior,
explaining a system to others, etc. The answer choices for these questions ranges from “much
easier in models”, to “much easier in code”. The summary results of this topic are shown
Table 18.
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Table 18 and Figure 5 results show a positive mean gap between phase I and phase II data
in creating reusable systems. This implies respondent’s perception regarding creating reusable
system remains easier in code centric approach according to phase II survey study.
Table 19, Figure 4, Table 20, and Figure 3 results depict problems with model and code
centric approaches. Table 19 reports that there is a positive mean gap regarding model and
code consistency between phase I and phase II data. This refers that models and code
consistency is a major concern for software practitioners recently. Additionally, programming
languages likely to become obsolete is a concern in phase II (Table 20 and Figure 3).
Table 15: Modeling tools efficacy for various activities
How good are modeling tools for?
Available activities
Developing a design
Transcribing a design into digital format
Generating code (code is editable)
Prototyping a design
Brainstorming possible designs
Generating all code (no manual coding)

% Poor
16.9
24.6
39.1
41.2
45.1
79.7

Phase I
% Good
47.9
42
29
29.4
32.4
8.7
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Mean
3.4
3.2
2.9
2.9
2.8
1.9

% Poor
11
25
32
25
18
50

Phase II
% Good
53.6
60.7
64.3
71.4
74.7
42.9

Mean
2.9
3.3
3
3.1
3.1
2.5

Mean Gap
-0.5
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.6

Figure 3: Problems with code centric approach

Figure 4: Problems with model centric approach

3.4.8 Open ended and follow up questions
This topic included multiple open-ended questions about modeling and coding, questions
about the survey, and optional contact information for follow-up questions. Those who
provided their contact information from the phase II survey were contacted with summaries
of the survey results and were provided the option for additional feedback on the survey itself
and on the results. The following are itemized summaries of analysis of the text collected in
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open-ended and follow-up questions for both survey phases (phase I and II). We removed the
repetitive information from the original free text without changing the main content of the
respondent’s response. We adopted similar coding technique from the grounded theory [2] in
the process of analyzing the qualitative data. When we reached theoretical saturation: the point
where we have sampled and analyzed our data until we have uncovered all the data. After
reaching out the saturation point we ignored repetitive texts in qualitative data.
Adopted Technique:
1. The participants often expressed themselves in many words, so some of the sentences
from the participants were simplified to facilitate the rest of the analysis.
2.

All sentences related to possible software modeling and deigning practices were
sorted into positive and negative perspective.

3. Participants background is checked by identifying their years of experience in software
engineering and software modeling.
Qualitative Data from Practitioners
• I have taken •courses on UML and software design, but the "culture" here has not yet adopted these
concepts. They try to use UML, but merely for analysis, not development. We do not yet have case
tools or modeling tools.
•
• In "the real world"
it’s necessary to cut these models down to the bare basics. Adding too m uch details
to a model takes too much time, and can potentially confuse developers when it comes to
implementation.
•
• Modeling using
a tool is good for documenting a model, but otherwise a piece of paper/whiteboard
works better and is more flexible.
• Modeling should be used to validate and share your design ideas. If your model works, you can build
it too; and others can learn it more easily. Anything more is a waste of time, anything less will cost
you more time in the long run.
• There is a time and cost associated with producing the model upfront, but that time is more than
gained back during development and, especially, maintenance.
• Now if the [modeling] tools were actually developed by modelers they’d be much better! The tools
are often too code centric.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code wins over models every time when it comes to revenue. Working and tested code with business
value can be sold. Models don’t sell, well, unless you are in a huge defense contracting world.
Model based systems tend to be far more reliable.
One day there will be no need for learning languages to develop systems.
Modeling using documentation / plain English is great. Modeling using any formal language or tool
has been proven useless for all of my applications.
First, we have to model the software according to the requirements fulfilling of end user [needs /
requirements].
I love modeling but our team does not have a culture of doing it and it is primary because they do not
think we have enough time. Inevitably we waste lots of time because of our lack of models.
•
I’ve been a professional
in the industry since 1981. CASE tools were popular and successful in limited
domains, but are hard to maintain.
I have done a• fair bit of software modeling, but it’s been informal. I have no experien ce with design
programs and only academic experience with things like UML.
Modeling and coding both should work together.
3.5 Post-Survey Study
Following the survey, we conducted a post-survey (phase III) study with a subset of survey
participants [68] from phase II. The study included eighteen open-ended questions under three
categories; modeling tools and platforms, the practices of modeling, and follow -up and
profiling questions. Each question included a Likert-scale and an open-ended component to
solicit qualitative data. In this Section, we present the post-survey design and the results.
3.5.1 Post-Survey Study Design
The goal of this post-study questionnaire is to reflect on the surveys (phase I and phase II)
key findings with participants and to collect additional quantitative and qualitative data. As
such, this study was designed after the survey data was collected and analyzed.
We solicited participation from the pool of survey participants who provided their contact
information and indicated willingness to participate in the follow-up study from phase II.
Twenty participants' responses are included in the study. In each solicitation, we presented
the participant with a brief summary of the key study results and findings.
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3.5.2 Post-Survey Study Results
We contacted 150 software practitioners for the post survey study from phase II. We
received twenty complete responses. More than half of post-survey study responses (56%)
reported their role as a software designer, and 20% software developers, and 25% reported
their role as an educator. The following Table 16 summarizes how much software design and
modeling those participants have performed in the last year. In the following, we present the
phase III post-study quantitative and qualitative data.
Table 16: Profiling Information
Software modeling you have done in the last year

%

Less than 10 hours

0.0

More than 10 hours but less than 40

25.0

More than 40 hours but less than 200

31.3

More than 200 hours

43.8

3.5.2.1 QUANTITATIVE DATA.
The most prominent result in the post study survey are the concerns about the future
support for both modeling tools and development platforms. More than 80% reported being
strongly concerned that modeling tools may not be supported in the future in Table 17. This
is related to significant concerns regarding the interoperability of modeling tools and the
reusability of their models. More than half of participants reported having increased their use
of Domain-Specific Languages and code generation for all or parts of the software system
(Table 17). This is consistent with the findings of the phase I and II survey data.
The post study data did not indicate that modeling tools are complex, difficult to learn, or
difficult to use productively in a software development project. For example, 93% did not fin d
modeling tools difficult to learn (Table 17). We attribute this unexpected result to the fact that
those who opted to participate in the post-study survey are more experienced heavy users of
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advanced modeling tools. This is evident by the fact that significant portion of those
participants reported using formal modeling and Domain-Specific Languages in their
development activities. Phase III post-survey study results are summarized in Table 17 and
Table 16.
Table 17: Post Survey Study Summary
Q

Question Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

It is a significant concern to me that the modeling tools I use may not continue to be supported in the
future.
It is a significant concern to me that the some of the programming languages I use may become
obsolete.
It is important to be able to reuse modeling artifacts.
It is important to be able to work with models in brainstorming sessions.
Modeling tools are generally difficult to learn.
Modeling tools are generally difficult to use productively for software development.
Modeling tools are generally not good at communicating information about software to other team
members.
Modeling tools in general do not provide adequate support for generating executable systems.
Code generated by modeling tools is generally not reusable.
Modeling tools are most effective in the requirements phase.
I have significantly increased my use of formal modeling using languages such as OCL.
I have significantly increased my use of domain-specific languages in the last few years.
I have significantly increased my use of code generation in the last few years.
My colleagues and I make significant use of informal drawing of models by hand, e.g. on whiteboards.
Synchronization between models and code has become less of a concern for users of modeling tools.

SA
+A
81.3

N
12.5

DA +
SD
6.3

Mea
n
4.3

81.4

25.0

12.5

3.9

50.1
81.3
6.3
25.0
25.0

31.3
12.5
50.0
43.8
25.0

18.8
6.3
43.8
31.3
50.1

3.5
4.2
2.4
2.9
2.6

18.8
25.1
43.8
43.8
50.1
50.1
37.5
26.7

56.3
25.0
31.3
31.3
31.3
25.0
43.8
66.7

25.0
50.1
25.1
25.1
18.8
25.1
18.8
6.7

2.8
2.8
3.2
3.2
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3

Table 18: Tasks are better in a model centric versus code centric approach (1)
Topic 6: Available activities
Fixing a bug
Creating efficient software
Creating a system as quickly as possible
Creating a prototype
Creating a usable system for end users
Modifying a system when requirements change
Creating a system that most accurately meets requirements
Creating a re-usable system
Creating a new system overall
Comprehending a system’s behavior
Explaining a system to others

% Easier in Models
28.9
35.9
46.7
43
42.4
54.9
67
63
68.5
71.9
81.8

Phase I
% Easier in Code
43.3
43.5
42.4
32.6
22.8
24.2
19.8
15.2
20.7
15.7
7.6
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Mean
3.2
3.1
3
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.2
2.2
2.2
2
1.7

% Easier in Models
19
27
31
44
49
41
56
42
64
75
66

Phase II
% Easier in Code
40.6
50
56.2
37.5
27.3
37.5
26.4
30.4
24.2
15.7
15.6

Mean
3.2
3.2
3.2
2.7
2.4
2.8
2.3
2.6
2.3
1.9
1.9

Mean Gap
0
0.1
0.2
-0.2
-0.3
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.1
-0.1
0.2

Figure 5: Tasks are better in a model centric versus code centric approach (2)

3.5.2.2 QUALITATIVE DATA.
Each question included an open-ended section where the participants were able to provide
additional free text responses to the questions. The responses are taken from the phase II
respondents those who participated in post-survey study (phase III).
Responses reflect broad and diverse experiences with software design and modeling, from
very informal and casual modeling practices to formal and DSL-based experiences. A
recurrent theme is the lack of support from senior developers and managers for acquiring and
supporting software design tools. The lack of commitment from senior developers and
management is that modeling incurs significant upfront costs associated with technology and
tools acquisition and personnel training. This upfront cost is difficult to justify particularly
that the pay-off typically occurs later in the development cycles during maintenance and postdeployment.
Interestingly, developers who work on long-living software code bases tends to be strongly
in favor of modeling and design. With those developers, the primary concern has been the
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sustainability of the technology in face of tool and platform changes. We also observe d
significant interest in modeling to aid in documentation and communication. In these cases,
casual informal modeling tools were favored.
Another recurrent theme, pertaining to modeling tool usability, is the need for tool
customization. We infer that those customizations are beyond what can be achieved by end
users or by manipulating basic tool options. This emerges as a reason for the lack of adoption
of the technology in several cases.
The following are itemized summaries of analysis of the text collected in open-ended
questions in phase III. We removed the repetitive information from the original free text
without changing the main content of the respondent’s response. The phase III free text
analysis technique is similar to phase II approach which is discussed in details in section 3.4.8.
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualitative Data from Practitioners
We use a modeling tool that we developed in-house. Our DSL generates Scala that I
never inspect. In fact, I do not really know Scala. That is why I am not concerned about
the code generation or synchronization between the model and the code. But we have
test cases against the generated code.
I tend to develop rather simple models. The modeling tools may be difficult to learn if I
were to develop more complex models with different notations. But for my needs, the
modeling tool we use [Papyrus] is not difficult to learn. Note that documentations are
scarce and frequently outdated. This will make it difficult for new users.
I use modeling tools primarily to share ideas and design with my colleagues. Even
though out code is open source, we almost never share models in the open source. If we
do, how can [other developers] use it or edit the model. Also, the model is usually
different than the implementation, so we do not want to confuse those who wants to
commit code. We could share models as an image, but then it is static and will become
obsolete fairly soon. I guess from that perspective, interoperability with other modeling
tools is important.
We would use• much more modeling and invest more in tools and training if we can have
a business case. How can we show that it is [design activities and modeling] useful? It
is only useful when maintenance become significant and that usually happens many
years after development.
•
I deal with long
term projects and we know [the value or usefulness] of these tools. We
recently changed all modeling tools we use, who knows what will happen next.
Marketing of design tools is weak and it is difficult to convince others. As a consultant,
•
I see how companies
always change their programming languages. [Programming
languages] always change. With models it is much more stable [because] you can
always recreate the model in another tool. It takes some- time but that is much less than
code.
•
Models are generally
a product of the design process which includes brainstormin g
activities.
The modeling• tool I use is very easy to learn.
•
There are models
that we could not create without customization of the tool. We had to
change the tool and customize boxes and elements.
The benefits of modeling is long term.
Models are the best way to communicate with clients. But for tools, some tools are easy
some are not.
Code generated from models is reusable.
Modeling tools are most effective for requirements elicitation and analysis.
I just started with MDE a few years ago.
I have not increased my use of DSLs (in the last few years), I have been using them quite
a lot.
I love coding. I feel I will not start using code generation tools.
It has become easier to use code generation [recently].
We did use whiteboards it was more practical for brainstorming. Once we had the idea
we used a digital modeling tool. (synchronization between the model and the code) has
be- come better for sure, but it is still a concern. [I am] giving up. Sometimes modeling
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if not done right can be different than the code. As we code new solutions to problems
can emerge and the model might change.

3.6 Analysis
We provide the analysis of the results as follows. We present the upward and downward trends
as exhibited in the survey results over the ten-year period. We also present what can be
considered as a positive trend and a negative trend. We then summarize the expected and
unexpected results. Finally, we present persistent challenges and emerging opportunities.
Table 19: Problems with model centric approach
Topic 6: Problems with Model-Centric Approaches
Models become out of date and inconsistent with code
Models cannot be easily exchanged between tools
Modeling tools are ’heavyweight’(install,learn,configure,use)
Code generated from modeling tool not of the kind I would like
Cannot model in enough detail-must write code
Creating and editing model is slow
Modeling tools change, models become obsolete
Modeling tools lack features I need or want
Modeling tools hide too many details (fully visible in source)
Modeling tools are too expensive
Modeling tools cannot be analyzed as intended
Semantics of models different from prog. language
Modeling languages are not expressive enough
Modeling languages are hard to understand
Have had bad experience with modeling
Do not trust companies will continue to support their tools

% Slight Problem
16.3
26.4
31.5
39.6
43.8
43.5
44.6
44.9
44.6
46.7
51.1
56.7
54.9
62.6
63.7
67.4

Phase I
% Bad Problem
68.5
51.6
39.1
38.5
36
22.8
32.6
21.3
23.9
26.7
25.6
23.3
17.6
9.9
16.5
10.1

Mean
3.8
3.3
3.1
3
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.2
2.2
2

% Slight Problem
25
19
41
44
47
38
31
44
34
38
56
48
50
58
61
41

Phase II
% Bad Problem
40.6
40.7
37.6
31.3
28.1
34.4
34.4
18.8
31.3
15.7
21.9
16.2
15.7
15.2
16.2
15.7

Mean
3.2
3.3
3
2.7
2.6
3
3
2.6
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.6

Mean Gap
-0.6
0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2
0.3
0.3
0
0.3
0.1
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0.6

Table 20: Problems with code centric approach
Topic 6: Problems with Code-Centric Approaches
Potential problems
Hard to see overall design
Hard to understand behavior of system
Code becomes of poorer quality over time
Too difficult to restructure system when needed
Difficult to change code without adding bugs
Changing code takes too much time
Our prog. language leads to complex code
More skill than available to develop high quality code
Prog. Languages not expressive enough
Organization culture does not like code-centric
Our prog. language likely to become obsolete

% Slight Problem
13.8
19.1
28.3
22.6
22.6
39.4
51.1
53.8
64.8
72.8
75.3

Phase I
% Bad Problem
66
60.6
55.4
51.6
50.5
27.7
20.2
22
14.3
14.1
9.7

Mean
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.4
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.1
1.9
1.9

% Slight Problem
12
30
34
22
38
44
41
47
69
78
56

Phase II
% Bad Problem
67.7
45.4
43.8
53.1
40.6
21.9
28.1
31.3
18.8
6.3
28.1

Mean
3.8
3.2
3.2
3.4
2.9
2.6
2.7
2.7
1.9
1.7
2.4

Mean Gap
0
-0.4
-0.2
0
-0.5
-0.2
0.2
0.2
-0.2
-0.2
0.5

3.6.1 Upward and Downward Trends
We present analysis of the data based on upward and downward trends as it is manifested
in the change between the data set for Phase I and Phase II.
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Upward Trends. There is a significant uptake in the use of well-defined and formal
modeling languages, such as OCL, as well as well-formed Domain-Specific Languages
(DSLs) [Well-defined and well-formed DSL refers that DSL has concrete unambiguous
semantics]. This is also consistent with significantly more participants reporting generating
all system code automatically from models (forward engineering), as well as more participants
reporting not editing the generated code. This claim also reflects by participants from phase
III data.
In cases where all code is automatically generated, there is less of a concern about the
synchronization between the models and code as the system continues to evolve. This is
evident in a significant decrease in participants concerns about model and code becoming out
of synchronization. This is also supported by the sub-sample analysis showing high
correlation between participants who reported generating all or most of the code and their
responses showing little or no concern about code/model synchronization. This claim is
consistent with phase III survey data where practitioners agreed that code generation and
synchronization became easier recently. However, He et al. found that maintaining the
synchronization between models and code is a challenging task during evolving Model Based
projects [27]. They further reported that because of the poor support for model-code
synchronization, when a piece of generated code is modified, it becomes inconsistent with the
model. This makes modified generated code can only be maintained manually by developers.
This is an indication of perception change regarding synchronization between model and code
among software practitioners. The interpretation is that now, software practitioners are more
inclined to use MDE approach for code generation because of refined modeling tools.
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Creation of complete fully-executable models often involves a number of modeling
notations and languages and requires the specification of multiple aspects of the system under
design and development. This is reflected by the results in Table 14 where significantly more
participants reported that it is very important that the modeling tool be able to view multiple
aspects of the model under development.
Another significant, and related, upward trend is participants reporting that one of their
most desired features in modeling tools is an ability to provide high level of information
density Table 14. This phenomenon is also supported by Kleppe et al. [69] where the authors
explained abstraction is the primary use of models. Further, authors discussed that creation of
machine-readable, highly abstract models that are developed independently of the
implementation technology and stored in standardized repositories. Our survey results also
supported by recent study [70] that discusses software modeling which aims to tackle
increasing software development complexity by using abstraction. Abstraction is achieved by
creating and reasoning on various models expressing various concerns of a software system,
e.g., structural, behavioral, requirements and business aspects.
There is also evidence for significant increase in the use of data modeling using ERD
models (Table 10). There are more participants who reported creating models 'only' upon
request.
We are living through a significant flux in middleware, platforms and technologies. This
fact seems to be reflected in two ways in Table 19; 1) significant increase in participants
concern about tool providers not continuing to provide support for their modeling tools, and
2) significant increase in concerns related to programming languages and related technologies
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becoming quickly obsolete. The modeling tools learning curve is also high which is iterated
several times in the post-survey study qualitative data. Similarly, Mohagheghi et al. found
that user-friendliness of modeling tools and the provision of features for managing models of
complex systems are crucial for a wider industrial adoption of modeling tools [71].
Companies have not yet started to apply model-driven approaches due to the associated
cost and risks (heavy changes to the software development process are required), the lack of
expertise, “immature” tools, or the lack of insight into the contexts in which the approach can
give useful results. Additionally, the authors argued that tools must be improv ed regarding
usability, multi-user support, versioning of models, and diff/merge possibilities.
Participants reported significant increase in the need for creating reusable designs and
systems, and significant increase in using models in brainstorming sessions.
There also seems to be a broadening in the methods to approach modeling as evident in
increase in casual modeling using pen and paper which is consistent across all the three
phases. This is accompanied by participants reporting generally a stricter definition of what
constitutes a model (i.e. more participants view that a textual use case is not considered a
model).
There is also a positive trend of more participants viewing the generated code as being
suitable for their end purposes and its quality matches or exceeds their expectations. There
seems to be two factors that may be behind participants' increase satisfaction with the
generated code. First, increase in adoption of DSLs often suggests more use of customized
generated code, which is more likely to match the developers' particular needs. Second, it is
possible that modeling tools in general have improved their code generation.
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We investigated the specific modeling tools that were reported in the survey as part of
answers to a specific question (i.e. questions under topic 4: Platforms) as well as tools
mentioned in the free text and open-ended questions. These tools include Papyrus, PlantUML,
txtUML, MagicDraw and others. It is possible that code generation improvements in these
tools are reflected in participants responses.
Another important trend is the increase in recognition that programming languages and
related technologies and platforms could become quickly obsolete. This trend is particularly
positive as it is a motivation for adopting model-centric approaches that tend to provide better
support for platform independence. This claim is confirmed by the practitioner’s perception
in phase III post-survey study. Further, recent studies by Aldrich et al. supports this claim by
adopting model based development in robotics software project where it can be more easily
adapted to different hardware, tasks, and environments [72].They reported that models enable
robots to automatically explore potential adaptations to the system architecture an d code. This
indicates that model based approach and software modeling are adopted in cross platform
positively.
Downward Trends. There is significant decrease in participants satisfaction with the
modeling tools they have or are using, as follows. More participants reported that 1) modeling
tools are less capable of supporting communications with other developers and designers; 2)
there is inadequate support for maintaining code and model in sync; 3) there is inadequate
support for prototyping, and 4) modeling tools are not suitable for creating software designs
in general. This is also reflected in a lower frequency of using and reusing of models created
by other developers.
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There is a decrease in participants' satisfaction with modeling tools as evident by the data
showing more participants find modeling tools to be overly complex, to require significant
learning curve and to be difficult to use (phase III data). These issues are also reflected in the
open-ended survey questions. The decrease in satisfaction with modeling tools is recurrent in
the literature. A few recent studies have uncovered similar trends. Most notably, Anger et al.
conducted a survey of the use of modeling tools and found that mostly used modeling tools
lack of feedback, being slow to use, difficulty drawing the diagrams, not interacting well with
other tools and being complex to use [73].
Eclipse, the open source development platform, demonstrated significant decline in use
by the survey participants. UML version 1.* has decreased significantly, as to be expected
due to more participants using the newer UML versions which is reflected in Table 10.
A large majority of the negative trends seems to be related to the perception of modeling
tools in terms of usability and suitability for performing many tasks and activities. More
participants find modeling tools increasingly difficult to learn and report the learning curve to
be a significant challenge confirmed by phase III survey results. This analysis is also
supported by Liebel et al. who reported on a modeling tool usability survey and found that
students’ perception tends to be more negative when the tool provides negative feedback, such
as compiler errors in the generated code [21].
There is also a general decline in perception of modeling tools support for activities that
involve communication and collaboration with others which reflects in Table 14. This may
explain why more participants reported creating models upon request only and often using a
pen and paper and whiteboards as a modeling platform. Moreover, responses indicate less re 58

use of existing models. This dissatisfaction with modeling tools is repeatedly mentioned in
the free text responses across all three phases survey data. Many participants argued that time
investments in model creation and maintenance is not justified. Others argued that casual
informal modeling (often without using a modeling tool) is much more effective.
The data also shows a trend of declining number of participants reporting performing the
task of transcribing a model from an informal source (such as the whiteboard) to a modeling
tool which is further supported by Silva et al. [58].The author implied that models are not just
documentation artefacts, but also central artefacts in the software engineering field, allowing
the creation or automatic execution of software systems starting from those models. This
could be interpreted as both positive and negative perception. Positive interpretation is that
more participants are creating the models on a modeling tools, and hence not requiring the
transcribing task. Alternatively, this trend can be interpreted negatively that participants do
not find the modeling tool flexible enough to support their need for sketching and creating
models in an agile and quick fashion.
3.6.2 Expected and Unexpected Trends
The primary expected trend is the decline in the use of older UML versions. This was
expected since the two phases of this study spans a significant period of time. This result
suggests that respondents were careful in their replies and increases our confidence in the
validity of the results. Another expected results in the continuing dissatisfaction with
modeling tools capabilities, usability, and support for collaboration and communication also
confirmed by the phase III post-study survey qualitative data. This result was expected to us
based on our personal experiences with a broad range of software modeling and design tools.
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The first unexpected result is increase in the practices of modeling and design despite the
decrease in participants satisfaction with modeling tools. The increase in the practices of
modeling is muted, especially when compared to the increase in the size and complexity of
the software being developed. While this is an unexpected result, it is one that this study
highlights; practitioners’ adoption of modeling and design practices is not on par with the
increase in code size and its’ complexity. Studies found that larger projects might be expected
to make wider use of UML diagram types, but this is generally not the case [2]. Further,
Anda et al. reported that when the system size and complexity increase the associated cost of
UML modeling is also elevated [2].
Another important unexpected result is the sizable decline in satisfaction with modeling
tools especially with respect to their support for communication and collaboration. This
highlights the need for a broad and diverse set of designing tools, from light weight informal
modeling to fully-fledged model-centered tools.
Further, unexpected result is related to the increase in the adoption of formal modeling
and domain specific modeling languages (DSLs) even though we sought participants from
development venues where we wouldn't expect that DSLs and formal modeling to be broadly
adopted. This result is consistent with all three survey phases data. We interpret this that
practitioners tend to value software design and modeling more favorably depending on how
the models are deployed productively in and throughout their development endeavors.
Clearly, formal models contribute to test and code generation, and DSLs tend to be uniquely
designed to the developers' domains. We also interpret this unexpected result by the increase
in the availability and capability of DSL development platforms. These platforms reduce
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barriers for the development of usable DSLs and broaden the user-base of such specialized
development technologies.
3.6.3 Persistent Challenges and Emerging Opportunities
We identify persistent challenges as those issues in modeling and design that are found to
be problematic in all the phases with little or no improvement. Many of these challenges
manifest themselves in modeling tools complexity, their required learning curve and their
inadequate support for flexibility.
Another persistent challenge is related to the practice of developing executable models or
relying on models to generate all code and executable artifacts. This challeng e, despite being
slightly reduced, remains a significant limiting factor for broader adoption. The need to
modify the generated code because it is incomplete, or because of the need to add functionality
introduces a whole set of challenges, including managing the synchronization between code
and models. Model generated code has side effects that are discussed in the study by He et
al. who investigated code quality and technical debt of model based

projects [27]. The

authors in this study [27] demonstrated that MDE code generators incur more associated cost
than handwritten code. This influences significantly the maintenance of model based software
development practices.
A third challenge is the limited scope of modeling activities in terms of their occurrences
in the project lifecycle, or along the various activity disciplines. It is only in the requirements
phase that more than half of the participants reported using modeling frequently. Across other
activities, modeling remains rather low. Moreover, almost all of potential problems with
model-centric approaches identified by participants have remained or declined only slightly.
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A fourth challenge that emerged and also confirmed from the phase III survey qualitative
data is the need to perform tool customization. We infer that the needed customization is
beyond what tools offer. This is often a challenge for tool developers; more customization
available for end user often result in increase in tool complexity that often impedes broader
adoption.
A fifth and important challenge pertains to lack of support from managers and senior
developers for adopting modeling tools. Participants in this study argue that modeling tools
incur significant upfront costs and the pay-off materialize often at maintenance and postdeployment phases. As such, it is increasingly more difficult to build a business case to
convince leaders and senior developers to invest in tool and technology acquisition.
The key emerging opportunity is the significant increase in modeling activities in general,
and particularly the increase in the adoption of Domain Specific Modeling Languages and
formal modeling.

3.7 Threats to Validity
The primary threats to validity of this study are summarized below. We have also outlined
the steps we have taken to help mitigate these threats.
Question interpretation
Respondents may have misunderstood the intended meaning of our questions. We took
two steps to reduce the ambiguity of the questions. First, five independent researchers
reviewed the survey structure, wording, and questions. Second, we prototyped the survey and
reviewed any ambiguities and implemented the suggested comments. Both activities helpe d
improved the overall survey prior to go-live. Since the primary goal of this study is to uncover
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trends, we expect that bias inherit in the survey to be present in both phases and its effects
would be largely minimized.
Researcher bias
Many of the survey questions attempt to uncover trends related to both model-centric and
code-centric approaches. A potential bias could be introduced if our survey appeared to be
overly negative towards either modeling or software coding. To reduce the chance of bias we
aimed to be objective whenever we referring to both code-centric and model-centric questions,
as well as presenting the questions in a random order. We also maintained the same questions
and wording for the two phases to minimize the effects of any potential bias. We also
prototyped the survey and collected feedback from the participants. We revised the wording
to ensure consistent interpretation of questions.
Nonrandomized sample and representation
To help ensure that our sample was based on a representati ve collection of software
practitioners, we approached both open and closed forums for participation. In particular, we
submitted survey link to Digg.com, and Dzone.com - two popular technology and news sites.
We submitted email requests to UML user groups, agile user groups, Java user groups, and
process user groups. Our demographics results indicate that we do have representation from
most regions of the world, most educational backgrounds, most software industries, and most
types of developers. However, the sample size of Europe-based participants is relatively
small. Therefore, we do not claim that the list of participants domain and demographics is
complete. We also conducted extensive sub-sample analysis that included analyzing subsamples of participants, their educational and experience profiles, as well as sub-sample
analysis of software application domains to ensure adequate representation.
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A related threat pertains to self-selection. Those who opt to participate in the study may
be already those who are enthusiastic about software design and modeling. We consistently
recruited participants in the two phases. Therefore, any bias in selection would have an equal
or similar impact. This impact would be cancelled out since the results and analysis are b ased
on gaps between the two phases of the study.
The sample size of the phase III post-study survey is relatively small. The goal of the poststudy survey is not to uncover additional trends, but rather to clarify and help interpret the
trends uncovered by the study. Secondly, the post-study survey included significant openended questions and would require significant time from participants to complete the study.
Participant Fatigue
This survey study included about 18 questions many with multiple choices and openended questions with free text. We estimate that the survey takes about one hour to fully
answer all questions. Hence, there is a risk of participant fatigue which may affect data
validity. We did the following to minimize this risk. First, the survey and our solicitations
clearly stated the expected duration of the survey. Second, we included many cues in the
survey to inform the participant of progress and the remaining sections. Third, we allowed
participants to skip sub-questions based on their responses. Fourth, we only included complete
responses in the data analysis.

3.8 Summary
This study reports on a survey conducted on three phases ten years apart followed by a
post-study questionnaire. The goal of the survey is to uncover trends in the practices of
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software design and modeling. The survey solicited 248 participants and included 167
questions.
The survey analysis characterizes trends in the practice, including upward, downward,
positive, negative, and unexpected trends. The survey suggests some level of increase in the
adoption of the broad practices of modeling as well as an increase in the adoption of domain
specific and formal modeling. We also observed an increase in the practices of casual
modeling using whiteboards and pen and paper approaches. The data also suggests a persistent
dissatisfaction with software modeling tools. Participants find modeling tools to be inadequate
in their support for collaboration and communication. Participants also consistently reported
inadequacy of the generated code for their development purposes and needs. Many
participants argued that modeling cannot be justified due to learning curve, modeling tool
complexity, and inadequacy for delivering executable artifacts. The post-survey study
confirms the main findings of the study and highlights concerns about future support for both
modeling tools and development platforms.
The three phases of the survey draw a picture of the practices and how they are changing
over time. Our goal is to help researchers, educators, practitioners, and modeling tools
providers to focus on important aspects of relevance to the profession.
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CHAPTER 4: IMPACT OF SOFTWARE DESIGN ON CODE QUALITY AND
SUSTAINABILITY
This chapter is based in part on the paper published in CASCON 2018: 28th Annual
International Conference on Computer Science and Software Engineering [6].
The Chapter that aims to characterize software design and UML modeling impact on code
quality and sustainability. The general consensus of researchers and practitioners is that
upfront and continuous software design using modeling languages such as UML improve code
quality and reliability particularly as the software evolves over time. Software designs and
models help in managing the underlying code complexities which are crucial for
sustainability. Recently, there has been increasing evidence suggesting broader adoption of
modeling languages such as UML. However, our understanding of the impact of using such
modeling and design languages remains limited. I identified a sample of open-source software
repositories with extensive use of designs and modeling and compare their code qualities with
similar code-centric repositories. My evaluation focuses on various code quality attributes
such as code smells and technical debt. I also conducted code evolution analysis over fiveyear period and collected additional data from questionnaires and interviews with active
repository contributors. This study finds that repositories with significant use of models and
design activities are associated with reduced critical code smells but are also associated with
increase in non-critical code smells. The study also finds that modeling and design activities
are associated with significant reduction in measures of technical debt. Analyzing code
evolution over five-year period reveals that UML repositories start with significantly lower
technical debt density measures but tend to decline over time.
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4.1 Introduction
Software systems are continuing their exponential growth in complexity along with broad
flux in the supporting middleware and platforms. These two trends, among others, are fueling
the interests in managing code complexity to improve software systems maintainability and
sustainability.
As in many engineering disciplines, investments in upfront designs are the primary and
fundamental mechanism to ensuring sustainability and verifying key systems’ quality
attributes [74]. In the software engineering spheres, there is near consensus that upfront and
continuous software design using modeling languages such as UML is the foundation for the
engineering of software and software-intensive systems [7]. This consensus is supported by
broad and large number of studies that demonstrate, often unequivocally, the broad benefits
of design practices [36][8]. These benefits include improvements in program comprehension
[75], software maintenance and refactoring tasks, as well as improvements in engineers’
productivity and the quality of the code they develop [37][76]. Investigations of organizations
that had made the strategic decision to adopt modeling as core to their software development
practices largely confirm the in-lab studies [77][78][75].
Infiltration of UML and design practices to the open-source community has opened new
pathways for investigations [7]. Open-source repositories make artifacts and their history
revisions, developers’ contributions and communications available for investigations. This
makes for a unique opportunity to assess the impact of design practices and UML on software
sustainability and code quality.
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We focus our investigations on assessing the effects, if any, of using UML on code quality
and sustainability. We identify five code repositories with evidence of significant designs and
modeling activities and compare their code quality attributes to comparable five repositories
that adopt code-centric approach. Code quality assessment is based on code smells and
technical debt measures. The findings suggest that 1) design activities has a role in reducing
technical debt and critical code smells, and 2) counterintuitively, repositories with significant
design practices demonstrated elevated levels of non-critical code smells. Analyzing the code
repositories over a five-year period suggests that UML and related design activities tend to
have the biggest impact early in the project lifecycle. This positive impact, however, tend to
diminish over time.
The chapter is organized as follows. In the next Section, we provide an overview of the
related work. In Section 3, we introduce the study design and research questions. In Section
4.4, we introduce the study assessment criteria that includes code smells and technical debt.
In Section 4.5, we report on the results and analysis. We present the results of analyzing code
evolution in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7 we present Threats to Validity. We discuss
implications of the findings and conclude the paper in Section 4.8.

4.2 Related Work
Fernandez Saez et al. reports on a family of experiments to assess the impact of the Level
of UML Models on code quality [36]. They conducted 8 controlled experiments in total and
their findings suggest that code quality is slightly better when using low level UML diagrams,
especially if used for the modification of the source code. They also find that high level models
appear to be more helpful in understanding the system. All experiments were conducted using
small examples with student participants. Interestingly, they found that participants tried to
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minimize or avoid using the models. Their interpretation that this is a result of using small
size examples and code.
Another study investigated the effectiveness of forward engineering and reverse
engineering on maintenance tasks [38]. They find that models produced at design time
(forward designed diagrams) are more effective than reverse engineered diagrams. Their
studies were conducted with undergraduate and graduate student participants, and the artifact
they used were comprised of small systems.
Izurieta et al. advocate for primitive management of technical debt by addressing it early
in the design and architecting activities [39]. In their study, they explore different aspects that
must be handled to better manage technical debt.
Scanniello et al conducted long term investigations that included 333 observations of both
PhD and practitioners in different contexts as they performed comprehensibility tasks [35].
Results suggest that the use of UML models affects source code comprehensibility, but in two
opposite directions. In particular, models produced in the analysis phase reduce source code
comprehensibility and increase the time to complete comprehension tasks, while models
produced in the design phase improve source code comprehensibility and reduce the time to
complete comprehension tasks.
In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) projects, most or at least some code is automatically
generated from models. He et al. analyzed 16 MDE projects and found that the generated code
contains more code smells than what software developers would normally produce [27].
Besides this study by He et al., there seems to be limited literature on technical debt in the
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context of modeling and MDE [27]. Izurieta et al. discussed in a position paper basic concepts
of technical debt in the context of MDE but did not provide code level analysis [39].
Ariadi et al investigated an industrial software to assess the impact of UML modeling on
the quality of software system [45]. They used defect density quality attribute as a measure of
software quality. From this empirical study of java system, Ariadi et el. evaluated the impact
of using UML modeling on the defect density of Java classes. Java classes that are modeled
using UML are found to have significantly lower defect density than those that are not
modeled. This indicated a potential benefit of using UML modeling for improving the quality
and reliability of software systems.
In a previous work [11], we presented the survey results of 228 software practitioners on
software design and modeling covering a period of ten years. The primary goal of this work
is to uncover trends in the practices of software design and modeling. These results suggest
some increase in formal and informal modeling practices and identified few key challenges
with modeling languages and modeling tools. Specifically, the results suggest significant
increase in domain specific modeling and a significant increase in the automated generation
of all or most software codes.

4.3 Study Design
The goal of this study is to investigate the impact of UML and associated design activities
on quality attributes reflecting software sustainability, maintainability, code smells, and
technical debt. We investigate this question by analyzing code repositories with significant
modeling and design activities as evident in the presence of various design and modeling
artifacts and confirmed by the repository most active code contributors. We compare these
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model-heavy repositories with other comparable repositories that followed a code-centric
approach as evident in their artifacts and confirmed by their contributors. In the process of
selecting the sample repositories, we took into consideration code size, programming
language, number and experience of repository contributors, popularity of the codebase, and
the overall codebase contributions activities.
4.3.1 Research Question
The study has the following research questions.
RQ1: Does UML and associated design activities have an impact on code quality
attributes? Our quality attributes focus on measurements of code smells and other
measurements of technical debts.
RQ2: What are the key quality attributes that are affected by the design and modeling
activities? If there is in fact a measurable effect of design and modeling on code quality in
practice, we aim to understand the primary quality measurements that are affected. In addition
to results from code analysis, we investigate this question by analyzing codebase evolution
overtime and collecting data from repository contributors.
RQ3: What are the perceived effects of UML and design activities (or lack thereof) on
maintainability and technical debt? We want to investigate the perceptions of repository
participants and contributors on whether UML and design activities have an impact on
maintainability and technical debt.
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4.3.2 Subject systems
The study identifies 10 subject systems, 5 identified as model heavy repositories [78], and
5 identified as code-centric repositories. In the following, we describe our subject systems
selection process.
The first 5 subject systems are selected from a pool of 4,650 identified in [78] to be model
heavy repositories. These 4,650 repositories were selected by mining all GitHub repository
artifacts and selecting those that included UML and modeling elements. Truong et el. used
data from the February 1st 2015 dump of GHTorrent [79]. From this data set a list of projects
were identified that are not deleted and non-forks. GitHub API is used to retrieve the list of
files for a total number of 12,84755 repositories. The next step was to identify UML files from
the list of files. Potential UML files were collected using heuristic filter based on the creation
and storage criteria of UML files. At the end of this process 24,797 repositories were selected
with 93,648 UML files. Short-time projects were excluded from this study. Sort-time project
was defined as- 1) active time (time between the first and latest commits) less than 6 months,
or 2) less than 2 contributors, or 3) less than 10 commits. After clarifying and filtering this
short-time projects total number of 4,650 UML projects were identified. From this list, we
selected 5 repositories that meet the following criteria, code size is greater than 150K lines of
code written predominantly in an object-oriented language and number of contributors in
these projects is at least 10.
The second 5 subject systems are selected by identifying comparable repositories. We
queried GitHub for repositories with similar object-oriented code size, number of active
contributors, and similar programming languages. We ensured that the average expertise of
the active contributors is comparable to the expertise of the contributors of the identified
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repositories. For this, we collected profiling information of active contributors. We chose the
contributors who had a contribution in GitHub for 3-years at minimum. The Table 21 below
lists all 10 subject code repositories, their number of commits, code size, primary
programming language, and number of active contributors. The analyzed LoC column lists
the lines of code that were analyzed in this study. This excludes non-object-oriented code and
documentations.
Table 21: Subject software repositories

UML

Non-UML

Repository
Marble
Oryx-editor
101repo
Activiti
Poi
Selenium
Fastjson
Mal
Deeplearning4j
Phabricator

Commits
9,090
2,022
2,312
7,741
9,157
21,788
2,673
2,249
9,301
15,001

Code Size
265,546
640,127
183,083
207,339
450,906
875,267
168,880
178,870
283,711
508,264

Primary Programming Language
C++
JavaScript, Java
PHP, JavaScript, Java, C#
Java
Java
JavaScript, Java, C#, C++
Java
Visual Basic, Swift
Java, JavaScript
PHP, JavaScript

Analyzed LoC
Count %
95,157 36
543,704 85
154,437 84
192,812 93
427,326 95
775,268 89
149,186 88
166,296 93
221,711 78
470,232 93

Active Contributors
100
10
25
151
11
341
69
62
139
198

In the analysis, we only considered major programming languages that fall within the
following list: C/C++, JavaScript, C, Java, COBOL, TypeScript, PL/SQL, PL/I, PHP, ABAP,
T-SQL, VB.NET, VB6, Python, RPG, Flex, Objective-C, and Swift. Other languages were
excluded. This exclusion was performed at the code analysis step, not repository selection
step. The is to minimize bias in repository selection particularly that most large repositories
often include lines of code outside of the identified major languages. As a result, there is an
important distinction between code size that includes the entire repository code base, and the
analyzed LoC, which is limited to the lines of code that belong to one of the aforementioned
programming languages.
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4.4 Assessment Criteria
Our assessment criteria are based on two primary measurements; measurements of code
smells and measurements of technical debt. In the following we describe these measures.
4.4.1 Code Smells
Code smell is any symptom in the source code of a program that possibly indicates a
deeper problem. A code smell is a surface indication that usually corresponds to a deeper
problem in the system [80][81]. To identify code smells in the subject repositories, we used
SonarQube supported by Code Smell plug-in for additional detailed code smell analysis.
SonarQube is considered the defacto industrial standard in identification of code smells and
quantification of technical debt and has been used in numerous code analysis studies [82]. We
also utilized SonarQube GitHub plug-in to facilitate integration with GitHub repositories. We
utilized the plug-in 3D code metrics for improved visualizations of code metrics.
SonarQube classifies code smells into 5 categories; critical, blocker, major, minor, and
information. Studies report that developers agree in general with the SonarQube code smells
and their severity [83]. We excluded information category from our analysis because it is not
closely related to code quality. The Table 22 below reports on the code smells for all 10 code
repositories. To calculate the weighted total, we assign the following weights: critical = 4,
blocker = 3, major = 2, and minor = 1.
We calculate weighted smell density by dividing the weighted total over the analyzed lines
of code and multiplied by 100. This measure is key to our study as the goal is to assess code
quality, and not simply the total number and severity of code smells. But since the code smell
weights are arbitrary, we also calculate code smell density for each category of code smells
using the analyzed lines of code as shown in Table 22.
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Table 22: Code Smells
Repository
UML
Marble
Oryx-editor
101repo
Activiti
Poi
Mean
Selenium
Non-UML
Fastjson
Mal
Deeplearning4j
Phabricator
Mean

Critical
Count
Density
1
0
1,100
0.02
632
0.41
1,600
0.83
4,300
1.01
1,526.60
0.49
876
0.11
962
0.64
685
0.41
1,300
0.59
5,400
1.15
1,844.60
0.58

Code Smells Density
Blocker
Major
Count Density Count Density
0
0
13,000 13.66
350
0.06
7,800
1.43
59
0.04
5,700
3.69
97
0.05
1,300
0.67
228
0.05
5,200
1.22
146.8
0.04
6,600
4.14
317
0.04
7,200
0.93
33
0.02
3,100
2.08
95
0.06
6,200
3.73
175
0.08
11,000
4.96
1
0
4,900
1.04
122.33
0.04
6,480
2.55

Weighted Total Weighted Smell Density
Minor
Count
Density
507
0.53
15000
2.76
5600
3.63
2000
1.04
8500
1.99
6,321.40
1.99
1900
0.25
4600
3.08
6300
3.79
8200
3.70
3200
0.68
4,840
2.30

26,511
36,050
19,705
11,291
36,784
26,068.20
20,755
14,747
21,725
35,925
34,603
25,551

27.86
6.63
12.75
5.86
8.61
12.34
2.68
9.88
13.06
16.20
7.36
9.84

4.4.2 Technical Debt
Technical debt (also known as code debt) is a concept in software development that
reflects the implied cost of additional rework caused by choosing an easy solution now instead
of using a better approach that would take longer time. There is a fundamental difference
between code smells and technical debt. First, not all code smells are certain to contribute to
maintenance and quality problems. Moreover, the effort required to address code smells is
largely independent of the code smells itself [82].
SonarQube computes technical debt based on the Software Quality Assessment which is
based on Lifecycle Expectations methodology (SQALE) [84]. The SQALE is a methodology
that organizes non-functional requirements related to code quality. Non-functional
requirements are realized in terms of coding rules and issues in the SonarQube implementation
of the SQALE method. Table 23 below lists the calculated Technical Debt (TD), and the TD
density obtained by dividing the TD value over the analyzed LoC and multiplied the value by
100.
Table 23: Technical Debt

UML

Repository
Marble
Oryx-editor
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TD
163
486

TD Density
0.17
0.09

101repo
Activiti
Poi
Mean
Selenium
Non-UML
Fastjson
Mal
Deeplearning4j
Phabricator
Mean

386
122
322
298.8
217
196
417
720
501
410.2

0.25
0.06
0.08
0.13
0.03
0.13
0.25
0.21
0.11
0.15

4.4.3 Code Evolution Analysis
We analyze the codebase evolution over a 5-year period. Over this period, we analyzed 25
repository revisions equally spaced over the 5-year duration. We select the latest version of
the repositories from each year. For each repository revision, we conduct the same code smells
and technical debt analysis. The goal is to understand the code quality evolution over an
extended period of time.
4.4.4 Contributors perception
We designed an open questionnaire that focuses on identifying the design techniques and
methodologies of the subject repositories. We solicited responses from the set of most active
contributors of the 10 subject repositories. The questionnaire was anonymous and included
11 main questions with follow up sub-questions. Some questions focus on profiling the
contributors themselves and other questions are related to the subject repositories under study.
To minimize bias, we distributed equal number of questionnaires to each repository.
Solicitation emails were customized for each contributor and each repository to maximize
responses. In addition, we offered 100-dollar gift card for the first five responses. In the
following, there are 11 main questions in the distributed questionnaires.
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Questionnaire
Q1: How many years of software development experience do you have?
Q2: What is the highest level of education you have obtained?
Q3: Rank your skills from high (5) to low (1) in software development?
Q4: Describe formal software development education and training you may have completed?
Q5: How you communicate with other contributors of the project?
Q6: Do you develop or use design models (using UML for example) for this project?
Q7: Do you use models to understand the system?
Q8: Are system models up to date with the code? Do you maintain system models as the code evolves?
Q9: Is there an overall design, architecture, or model that you often refer to? And what impact does those
design have on the project and its code quality?
Q10: In your opinion, does the presence of design models affect how new developers contribute to the
project?
Q11: Do you consider your software to be well designed, and the code is of high quality?

The first goal of the questionnaire is to validate the code repository classification;
specifically, to ensure that those repositories identified to have significant level of modeling
do indeed exhibit significant levels of modeling, and ditto for non-UML code repositories.
We also aim at ensuring that code repositories that included modeling artifacts reflect
significant level of modeling and design activities (i.e. to exclude projects that stored
modeling artifacts without engaging in design activities). This serves to minimize threats to
validity of inadequately classifying code repositories.
The second goal of the questionnaire is to investigate contributors’ perceptions of the
repositories under study. Specifically, the aim is to uncover whether repositories most active
contributors attribute code quality characteristics to the presence, or lack thereof, of design
models of the code.
The third goal of the questionnaire is to collect additional profiling information from the
primary contributors that are not available from GitHub platform. The profiling information
related to years of experience, formal training, and academic education contribute to the
‘causality’ investigations; i.e., whether the resulting code quality characteristics is most likely
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caused by the use of modeling, or due to other factors such as expertise of the primary
contributors, or other factors.
We also conducted interviews and questionnaires with contributors who agreed to be
contacted for further information. In those sessions, we shared summary results of the study,
and detailed results for the contributors’ code repository.

4.5 Result and Analysis
The results are organized along the three main assessment criteria; code smells, t echnical
debt, and repository contributors’ perceptions.
4.5.1 Code Smells
We distinguish between two measures of code smells. The first is the code smell count
that reports on the number of various types of code smells in a repository. SonarQube static
code analysis tool is used to measure the code smell count. The second is code smell density,
which is the code smell count divided by the analyzed LoC. Table 24 and Table 25 illustrate
the results for these two measures respectively.
Table 24: Code smell Count Results
Repository
All UML Repositories

Code Size

1,747,001
All non-UML Repositories 2,014,992
-267,991
Gap (UML - non-UML)
Gap %

Code Smell (Count)
Critical Blocker Major
Minor
7,633
734
33,000
31,607
9,223
621
32,400
24,200
-1,590
113
600
7,407
-20.83% +15.93% +1.81% +23.43%

Weighted Code Smell Count
130,341
127,755
2,586
+1.98%

We observe that the number of critical code smells is significantly reduced for UML code
repositories (20% reduction in count and 19% reduction in density). However, there is some
increase in blocker (16% in count and 4.8% in density), major (2% in count and 38% in
density), and minor code smells (23% in count). 15.7% reduction of minor code smell density
is also noticeable.
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Table 25: Code Smell Density Results
Repository

Analyzed LoC

All UML Projects
All non-UML Projects
Gap (UML - non-UML)
Gap %

1,606,248
1,782,693
-176,445

Code Smell (Density)
Critical Blocker Major
Minor
2.45
0.21
20.68
9.94
2.90
0.20
12.74
11.50
-0.46
0.01
7.94
-1.56
-18.78% 4.76% 38.39% -15.69%

Weighted Smell Density (/m. LoC)
38.42
27.59
10.83
28.18%

4.5.2 Technical Debt
Analysis of technical debt data suggests a significant reduction in total technical debt in
UML repositories. The data shows a 572-day reduction in total technical debt, or about 114
per code repository. This translates to 1.9 hours on average per line of code. Compared to total
TD in non-UML repository, this account for about 39% TD reduction. In terms of TD density
per LoC, data shows a 0.08 reduction (12%).
Table 26:Technical Debt Results

Repository
All UML Repository
All Non-UML Repository
Gap count
Gap %

TD(Days) TD Density (Days/LoC)
1,479
0.65
2,051
0.73
-572
-0.08
-38.67%
-12.31%

4.5.3 Contributors perception
We sent out the questionnaire to the fifteen most active contributors of each subject code
repository totaling 150 solicitations. To increase the response rate, each solicitation included
the project name and the name of the contributor. We received nine responses, five from UML
projects and four from non-UML projects. We excluded one response from the UML pool and
two responses from non-UML pool who indicated they are not qualified to answer the
questionnaire. These non-qualified contributors indicated that they were not actively involved
with the project or do not have proper knowledge on the design or modeling part of the project
to answer the questionnaire. We followed the grounded theory methodology to analyze the
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data [85]. We present the results of the questionnaire along the three aforementioned
questionnaire goals.
4.5.3.1 RESPONSES FROM UML REPOSITORIES
Three respondents from Marble, 101repo, and Activiti confirm high level of modeling
artifacts and design activities as part of the development activities. All three also confirm that
models are used routinely in their comprehension activities. One respondent for Poi also
confirms use of modeling, but reports using only architectural and high-level models for
documentation purposes only. Poi respondent did not report using models as part of the
comprehension activities. Two respondents report putting efforts to maintain synchronization
between the models and code (Marble and 101repo). Respondents from Poi and Activity do
not report efforts to maintain the synchronization. Three code repositories (Marble, 101repo,
and Activity) maintain high-level software design that aids in the onboarding of new
contributors. Poi does not report any role for models in aiding in the onboarding of new
contributors. All four responses perceive their code repository to be of high quality. The only
exception was a few legacy code segments in Marble.
Marble reported the automated generation of code from models. However, the respondent
confirmed that generated code is never committed to the repository, which is the reported best
practices for generative programming.
Respondents from Activity, Poi, and 101repo reported more than 10 years of software
development experience, with educational background of Masters, Bachelor, and PhD
respectively. Marble reported 7 years of experience and a bachelor degree. All reported formal
software engineering training except Marble who reported self-training exclusively.
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None of the respondents reported using models as a primary way to communicate with
other developers. Instead, mailing list, chats, and in-person communications were stated.
4.5.3.2 RESPONSES FROM NON-UML REPOSITORIES
We included three responses from the non-UML repository pool; specifically, from
Fastjson, Mal, and Deeplearning4j. It is possible that other contributors may have been
discouraged because the questionnaire included questions on modeling. The respondent for
FastJson and Deeplearning4j confirm that there is no use of design or modeling as part of the
repository or the development activities. The respondent for Mal reported the use of modeling
and designs in other projects, but not in Mal, the repository under study. While there is no
overall design or architecture, the respondent reported using code analysis to help in code
comprehension. The responded has 12 years of experience, a masters’ degree, and selfassessed software engineering skills at 4/5. Notably, the respondent self-assessed code quality
as low.
The Mal code repository do not use any UML or modeling, but rather relies on extensive
documentation, including architecture specifications and down to step-by-step guidelines for
developers. Inspecting those artifacts reveals that these guidelines focus on coding and aims
at instilling consistent styles throughout the code base. Contributions to the code base are
often rejected unless these guidelines are strictly applied. The respondent confirms that th ese
documentations are routinely maintained. Mal repository respondent has more than 10 years
of software development experience with significant formal training.
4.5.3.3 SUMMARY OF C ONTRIBUTORS ’ PERCEPTIONS
All contributors of this interviews confirm the ‘UML/non-UML’ classification. A notable
observation is the Mal code repository where they use extensive documentations that focused
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on coding styles that did not include any formal modeling or UML artifacts. All responses
suggest that code is perceived to be of very high quality in general, except Poi, a UML
repository. Profiling information collected about years of experience, education, and formal
training do not suggest any imbalance in the data set. All respondents had more than 5 years
of development experience. This is at least in part because we selected active and popular
code repositories and solicited responses from the most active repository contributors. Two
respondents report not having any formal software engineering training, one from UML an d
one from non-UML.
4.5.4 Analysis
We conduct pair-wise mean analysis as follows. We calculate the mean code smell and
TD for all non-UML projects. We then compare the non-UML mean to each of the UML
project count of code smell and TD measure. In other words, this analysis compares each of
the UML project quality measures to the average quality measures of non-UML projects. The
results of this analysis are shown in Table 27. Positive numbers in the table indicate values
above non-UML project mean. Similarly, negative numbers indicate values below non-UML
projects mean.
Table 27: Pair-wise Analysis

Repository
Marble
Oryx-editor
101repo
Activiti
Poi

Code Smells Mean Density
Critical Blocker Major Minor
-0.58
-0.04
11.11
-1.77
-0.38
0.02
-1.11
0.46
-0.17
0.00
1.14
1.33
0.25
0.01
-1.87
-1.26
0.43
0.01
-1.33
-0.31
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TD Mean
0.03
-0.06
0.1
-0.08
-0.07

Three out of the 5 UML projects shows improvement in critical code smell density
compared to non-UML project mean. For TD analysis, three UML projects TD measure is
below non-UML project TD mean.

4.6 Code Base Evolution
Investigations of code evolution over the five-year period shows a clear pattern where
UML repositories started with significantly low measures of TD ( Figure 6). However, after
these initial low values, model-heavy repositories continued to accumulate more TD over the
5-year period. On the other hand, code-centric repositories started with significantly higher
TD density and declined overtime. The interpretation of these results may suggest that
software design may have the biggest impact early in the development activities but this
impact tends to decline over time. One possible interpretation of this phenomenon is that code
contributors do not maintain the models and may focus instead on code contributio ns. We
interpret the phenomenon of TD decline overtime in the case of code-centric repositories to
be primarily due to the high TD values in early revisions. However, the decline in TD
measures was not significant enough to make up for the initial high TD values.
The qualitative data from contributors’ questionnaires and interviews supports these
interpretations. UML repository contributors agree with the interpretation that code and model
tend to evolve independently and the contributors and their colleagues do not adequately
maintain the synchronization. Contributors also agree that the models tend to become more
irrelevant particularly to contributors who have been actively involved in the repository for
long time. Models tend to be primarily useful for new contributors who need to understand
the overall codebase structure.
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Figure 6: UML Vs Non-UML Codebase Evolution

4.7 Threats to Validity
We discuss the key threats to validity in this study.
4.7.1 Internal validity
There is the risk that the model-heavy and code-heavy repositories that were selected for
the study have code quality attributes that are affected by factors other than the design and
modeling practices in the repository. These factors may include the practices of code reviews
and refactoring and the process by which code contributions are reviewed, approved, and
committed. Repository contributors experience and training background may also impact
code quality. To minimize this risk, we included an external reviewer of the selected
repositories to make sure that they are comparable in various aspects, including bug tracking
and reviewing process. We understand however that some repositories may include extensive
code reviews without it being evident in the repository published information and related
artifacts. We also collected profiling information from the most active repository contributors
and included it in the analysis.
Because all code repositories we selected from GitHub source platform, conclusions from
this study should be comprehended within the context of open-source software.
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4.7.2 External Validity
There is the risk that the selected repositories are not a perfect representation of the general
practices and other open-source repositories. This risk is introduced in the selection process.
To minimize this risk, we selected repositories of sizes close to the median repository size in
GitHub. We also excluded outlier repositories that are too small or too large in code size,
repositories with very few contributors, or repositories that demonstrated unique commit
patterns (i.e., repositories with very few commits compared to their code size). Despite this
effort, external validity remains.
A second important external validity risk is related to our pool of open source repositories.
Open source repositories tend to be developed using an agile approach and are often not from
domains where safety and reliability are critical.
4.7.3 Bias in Code Quality Measurements
There is the risk that our approach to assess code quality is deficient. First, our assessment
of code quality is not comprehensive. Similarly, other measures of technical debt may yield
different results. Second, we did not consider the domain or nature of the application and its
potential effect on code quality and technical debt. To minimize these risks, we considered
multiple methods for the same measurements of code smells. Moreover, the conclusions we
draw are based on the holistic quality measurements; hence, minimizing the risk that a single
measurement may have introduced significant bias.
Another threat is related to the scope of the code evolution component of this study. The
time duration of five years is potentially too short to uncover fundamental underlying trends
in code sustainability measurements. Studying the entire codebase timeline may provide better
coverage of underlying trends in code smells and technical debt measures.
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4.7.4 Quality Characteristics of Design Models
This study does not assess the quality of design models and their potential i mpact on the
collected data. It is possible that different qualities of the design models to have different
impacts on code quality.
4.7.5 Applicability of Code Smells Measures on Assessing the Quality of the Generated Code
The study employs well-established measures to assess code quality. The question is raised
as to whether such measures are applicable to model-generate code. While the literature is
clear that these measures (code smells for example) are a good indication of the quality of the
underlying code, it is not clear to what extent the same measures are applicable for the
automatically generated code. In our study, we did not find any evidence for generated code.
One repository respondent reported generating code from UML models but confirmed that
such code is never committed to the repository.

4.8 Summary
This study aims at investigating the impact of design activities and UML modeling on
code quality and sustainability. In this study, code quality is assessed by measuring code
smells and technical debt. There is, however, potential benefits from using designs and models
that go beyond code quality, such as improved code documentation, facilitation of on boarding of new contributors, and generating other artifacts such as test cases and related
documentations. These additional benefits are not investigated in this work.
The study design included two sets of code repositories. The first set included repositories
with demonstrated evidence for extensive design and UML modeling. The second s et includes
code-centric repositories with similar number of contributors, technologies and programming
languages, and similar code size characteristics. Moreover, the study analyzed code evolution
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over a five-year period. This quantitative data is combined with qualitative data collected from
repository code contributors. This data is collected from questionnaires and interviews with
most active contributors.
The results of this study suggest that designs and UML models is likely to have a
significant positive effect on reducing critical code smells and reducing the overall technical
debt. This tends to be particularly true early in the project lifecycle. The results, however,
reports some increase, albeit small, in the number of non- critical code smells. Results show
that the number of critical code smells is significantly reduced for UML code repositories
(20% reduction in count and 19% reduction in density). 15.7% reduction of minor code smell
density is also noticeable. In terms of TD density per LoC, data shows a 12% TD reduction
in UML based repositories. Feedback from contributors seems to confirm these findings. As
for codebase evolution, the effects of designs and modeling tend to fade as the codebase
continues to evolve, particularly as contributors ignore maintaining software designs and
related models.
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CHAPTER 5: UNDERSTANDING HAND-WRITTEN CODE QUALITY IN
MODEL DRIVEN ENGINEERING CONTEXT
This chapter is based in part on a paper published at the Journal of Software: Practice and
Experience, [12].
The Chapter reports on a study to understand how code quality characteristics of handwritten code that is developed in the context of automatically generated artifacts. In Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) software projects, large portions of the executable code are
automatically generated from designs and models. This generated code may or may not be
edited by the developers to achieve their development objectives. MDE projects also include
a significant amount of Handwritten Code (HC). This handwritten code is developed under
unique constraints, as it must integrate with generated artifacts and code elements that are not
directly developed by the engineers. These constraints adversely affect codebase quality and
maintainability.
This case study aims to investigate the hypothesis pertaining to the handwritten code
quality developed in the context of MDE. The study analyzes this unique code fragments and
compares its characteristics to handwritten code in repositories where code generation is not
present. The study finds that handwritten code quality in the MDE context suffers from
elevated Technical Debt (TD) and Code Smells (CS). We observe key CS that are particularly
evident in this handwritten code. These findings imply that code generators must optimize for
human comprehension, prioritize extensibility, and must facilitate integration with
handwritten code elements.
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5.1 Introduction
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) envisions software development teams that focus
primarily on developing models that would generate all executable artifacts. This vision seems
to have been realized only in organizations that have invested in infrastructures to support
domain specific modeling languages and custom code generators that produce all or most of
the required executable. These organizations can afford the overhead to support the
development of compilers, code generators, and custom-built design languages.
Today, many MDE practitioners generate only a portion of the required executable
artifacts. In these cases, engineers often write code that integrates with and extends the
generated code. This handwritten code is unique for many reasons. The code must integrate
with generated artifacts that may not be well-suited for integration. Code generators often do
not follow coding conventions and frequently generate counter-intuitive code that may not be
comprehensible. Moreover, the originating models and their code generators may not be
designed to prioritize extensibility; further complicating the engineers’ tasks.
In addition to the generated code and the handwritten code categories in MDE projects,
developers often modify code that was originally generated from models. This modified code
category is also unique; the code is neither written from scratch or purely generated. So ftware
engineers are often constrained in the way they manipulate this code.
The goal of this study is to understand the quality characteristics of handwritten code.
Specifically, the study aims to characterize the maintainability of handwritten code fragm ents
in MDE projects. We investigate the hypothesis that handwritten code in MDE contexts suffer
from unique deficiencies that have a significant impact on its maintainability.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a back ground
pertaining to MDE projects and key related methodologies and technologies. The study design
is presented in Section 5.3. Results and Analysis are presented in Section 5.4 and 5.5. Related
Works is presented in Section 5.6. The Threats to Validity is discussed in Section 5.7. We
conclude the paper in Section 5.8.

5.2 Background
The potential benefits of MDE are clear; models are much easier to comprehend and
provide a better platform to support collaborations. Models tend to be more visual and can
support designs at variable levels of abstractions. Moreover, there is significant potential in
improving software engineers’ productivity and the quality of the code they develop by
automatically generating executable artifacts.
Today, only a few organizations have succeeded in achieving this vision. Many MDE
adopters generate some artifacts and rely on software developers to extend the generated code.
This handwritten code often consumes the majority of the maintenance efforts. As such,
understanding this code quality is fundamental to understanding the MDE value proposition.
The handwritten code in MDE projects is subject to unique constraints that can affect code
quality both positively and negatively. First, having to integrated with generated artifacts is a
negative impact of MDE. But on the other hand, having well-formed unambiguous designs
that are part of MDE artifacts would affect code quality positively. Therefore, in this study,
we analyze the handwritten code in the MDE context with comparable code from two sets of
repositories; those that include designs and those that do not. In this study, we collect
Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) or Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) based MDE
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projects because both of these categories are popular, mature, and stable MDE platforms with
extensive code generating engines and customized templates [27].
Projects that are developed using GMF/EMF platforms include three unique classes of
code. 1) Generated, code that is generated exclusively from models. 2) Generated and
Modified, code that is generated but then later modified by engineers. 3) Handwritten code,
this is code developed manually by engineers that either extend or integrate with the previous
two classes of code.
In this study, I hypothesize that code quality characteristics such as Code Smells (CS) and
Technical Debt (TD) are elevated in MDE environment. CS are any surface symptom in the
source code that suggest deficiencies related to maintainability [80]. CS appear because of
bad software design and programming practices and indicate that code refactoring may be
required [86][87]. TD is a metaphor that provides short term benefits but may hurt long term
software maintainability. TD has both positive and negative impact on software systems.
When TD is incurred intentionally to achieve short term benefits can be beneficial if the cost
associated with TD is made visible and kept under control. However, unintentional TD could
be detrimental for the maintenance of the software systems [88][82].

5.3 Study Design
The goal of this case study is to investigate the quality characteristics of handwritten code
in MDE projects. Specifically, the case study investigates Technical Debt and Code Smells in
MDE handwritten code. For reference, we analyze this handwritten code to comparable code
fragments from Non-MDE repositories.
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5.3.1 Research question
The research is motivated by the following research questions.
RQ1: What are the quality characteristics of handwritten code in MDE context? How do these
characteristics compare to handwritten code in Non-MDE contexts?
RQ2: What are the key code deficiencies in handwritten code in MDE projects? What are the
most prevalent code smells and their severity?
RQ3: How does the Technical Debt accumulated in handwritten code in MDE context
compare to Non-MDE contexts?
5.3.2 Repository Selection and Artifacts Identification
This study identifies 15 sub-systems, 5 identified as MDE repositories (based on
GMF/EMF framework), and 10 identified as Non-MDE repositories that are further classified
under two classes. These repositories selection process is visualized in Figure 7.
The first five MDE sub-systems are selected from a pool of 16 MDE repositories that are
reported in the study by He et al. [27]. We select these repositories that meet the following
criteria, each repository is GMF/EMF framework based, code size greater than 145k lines of
code (LoC), predominantly written in the Java object-oriented programming language, and
the number of commits in GitHub is at minimum 100. This last condition is meant to exclude
trivial projects.
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Figure 7: Repository selection process

To determine whether a project lies within the GMF/EMF category, we checked whether
the project includes files with the extension gmfgen. The gmfgen extension is the g enerator
model of GMF and from which source code is derived. Since a GMF project may contain
many sub-projects, only the sub-projects that are based on GMF/EMF are included in this
study.
The next five repositories are identified as design extensive sub-systems (Non-MDE)
which are selected from a pool of 4,650 identified in [78] to be model heavy repositories.
These 4,650 repositories are selected by mining all GitHub repository artifacts that include
UML and modeling elements [79]. From this list, we select top 5 repositories that meet the
following criteria: code size is greater than 145K lines of code, written predominantly in the
Java object-oriented language, and have at least 100 commits in the GitHub repository.
The third set of 5 repositories are selected as reference repositories. They are selected from
the study by Badreddin et al. [6]. These repositories include similar object-oriented code size,
number of commits, and similar programming language and contributors’ profiles. We ensure
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that the average expertise of the active contributors in this set is comparable to the expertise
of the contributors of the identified repositories. For this, we collect profiling information of
active contributors such as the history of their edits, years of contribution in GitHub. Table 28
lists all 15 subject code repositories and the number of their identified files, commits, code
size, and analyzed Lines of Code (LoC). The analyzed LoC column lists the lines of code that
were analyzed in this study. This excludes non-object-oriented code and documentations.
5.3.3 Data Collection
MDE repositories contain three types of files: Generated Files (GF), Modified Generated
Files (MGF) and Handwritten Code (HC). In this study, we extract handwritten code files
from the selected MDE repositories by carefully excluding GF and MGF. This process is
achieved by a script whose results were independently verified.
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Table 28: Basic information of subject software repositories

No. of Files
Repository

Commits

WSO2 Tools

aspirerfid

MDE

pldoctoolkit

UNICASE

Reuseware

2,609

341

493

8,506

104

Code Size

File Category

1,009,000

145,000

182,000

289,000

526,000

Analyzed LoC
%

Count

%

Count

GF
MGF

3,025
615

35.3
7.2

311,422
149,801

30.8
14.8

HC

4,934

57.5

550,709

54.6

GF

397

25.7

37,657

25.9

MGF

55

2.8

3,124

2.15

HC

1,105

71.5

99,147

68.4
37.7

GF

587

58.2

68,636

MGF

102

10.1

14,537

7.9

HC

320

31.7

30,076

16.5

GF

3,202

54.6

406,819

59.7

MGF

464

7.9

111,792

16.4

HC

2,196

37.5

161,789

23.7

GF

4,193

80.6

598,755

85.8

MGF

107

2.1

25,414

3.6

HC

903

17.4

73,912

10.6

8,122
2,887

982,425
543,704

97.9
84.9

1,421

154,437

84.4

Cdt-tests-runner
Oryx-editor

19,589
2,022

1,003,261
640,127

101repo

2,312

183,083

Activiti

7,741

207,339

3,078

192,812

93.0

Poi

9,157

450,906

3,575

427,326

94.8

Selenium
Fastjson

21,788
2,673

875,267
168,880

4,150
2,537

775,268
149,186

88.6
88.3

Mal

2,249

178,870

1,567

166,296

93.0

Deeplearning4j

9,301

283,711

2,062

221,711

78.1

Presto

15,786

716,021

5,632

716,021

100

HC

DD

Non-DD

HC

5.3.3.1 STUDY VARIABLES.
For each project, we consider 12 variables that directly relate to our research questions.
The variables description and relation with research question is listed in Table 29. The first
six variables (#FMDE, #FDD, #FN DD , #LOCMDE, #LOCDD, #LOCNDD) are selected under file & code metrics
to compare the relationship between MDE & Non-MDE repositories code quality.
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The variables (#CSMDE, #CSDD, #CSN DD ) represents CS value for each MDE, Design Driven
(DD) and Non-Design Driven (Non-DD) repositories. These variables provide total
occurrences of all CS in handwritten code to help answer the second research question.
The last three variables (#TDMDE, #TDDD , #TD DD) are related to the third research question and
refers to TD in the selected repositories in MDE, DD, and Non-DD repositories respectively.
We construct two complex variables related to density for further analysis in this study. These
variables are (#CSDMDE, #CSDDD, #CSDN DD, #TDDMDE, #TDDMDE, #TDDMDE) and are described as Code
Smell Density (CSD) and Technical Debt Density (TDD) in MDE, DD, and Non-DD
repositories respectively. The variables are constructed by using these equations below.

#𝐶𝑆𝐷𝑥 =

#𝐶𝑆𝑥
⁄#𝐿𝑜𝐶
𝑥

(1)

#𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑥 =

#𝑇𝐷𝑥
⁄#𝐿𝑜𝐶
𝑥

(2)

Where X represents MDE or DD or Non-DD repositories.
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Table 29: Variable description

Variable
#𝑭𝑴𝑫𝑬

Description

RQ

Total number of handwritten code files in Model Driven Engineering
repositories

RQ1

Total number of files in Design Driven repositories

RQ1

Total number of files in Non-Design Driven repositories

RQ1

Total number of lines of code in Model Driven Engineering repositories

RQ1

#𝑳𝒐𝑪𝑫𝑫

Total number of lines of code in Design Driven repositories

RQ2

#𝑳𝒐𝑪𝑵𝑫𝑫

Total number of lines of code in Non-Design Driven repositories

RQ2

#𝑪𝑺𝑴𝑫𝑬

Total Code Smells in Model Driven Engineering repositories

RQ3

#𝑭𝑴𝑫𝑬

Total Code Smells in Design Driven repositories

RQ3

#𝑪𝑺𝑵𝑫𝑫

Total Code Smells in Non-Design Driven repositories

RQ3

#𝑻𝑫𝑴𝑫𝑬

Total Technical Debt in Model Driven Engineering repositories

RQ3

#𝑻𝑫𝑫𝑫

Total Technical Debt in Design Driven repositories

RQ3

#𝑻𝑫𝑵𝑫𝑫

Total Technical Debt in Non-Design

RQ3

#𝑭𝑫𝑫
#𝑭𝑵𝑫𝑫
#𝑳𝒐𝑪𝑴𝑫𝑬

5.3.3.2 METRICS AND THRESHOLDS
Metrics and thresholds are uniform for all subject repositories as listed in Table 30 and
Table 31.We develop a custom program that can read all the files folder from the MDE
repositories iteratively using java program extension and constructs an array of files and
directories by filtering .JAVA or .java extension. To identify handwritten code files from
previous filtered results, we determine which files are GF and which files are MGF. We
classify the files that do not belong to Generated or Modified Generated as handwritten code
files. The classification process of the files is followed by some search criteria which is shown
in Table 30.
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Table 30: File search criteria
File Category

Search Criteria

Generated Files
(GF)

Search in all files by these strings:
‘@generated’, ‘@Generated’

Modified
Generated
Files (MGF)

Search in all files by these strings:
‘@generated NOT’, ‘@generated not’,
‘@Generated not’, ‘@Generated NOT’
The files that do not belong to Generated
or Generated & Modified are considered as
handwritten code files.

Handwritten
Code (HC)

Table 31: Detected types of code smells
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Code Smell
Large Class
Large Method
Excessive Imports
God Class
Cyclomatic Complexity
Duplicate Code

Threshold
1000 LOC
100 LOC
30 imports
N/A
10
100 duplicated blocks

5.3.3.3 CODE Q UALITY METRICS
This section describes CS and TD that asses the code quality of the subject code
repositories.
Code Smell: We use PMD [89] a source code analysis tool to identify Code Smells. We
select six types of CS as listed in Table 31, that includes God Class, Excessive Class Length,
Excessive Method Length, Duplicate Code, Cyclomatic Complexity, and Excessive Imports.
The details of these CS can be found in PMD tool documentation [89]. These CS are selected
because they are frequently used in literature [88][90] as TD indicators. For instance, God
Class, Duplicate Code, and Cyclomatic Complexity are related to TD, which influence the
maintainability of source code [27].
In this study, all the CS are measured by the PMD tool except for Duplicate Code.
Duplicated Code Smell and its density are measured by SonarQube by identifying duplicated
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blocks counts of a project divided by physical lines of code. Other CS density are measured
by the CS counts divided by analyzed lines of code and multiplied by 100. This density refers
to the number of CS per line of code.
Technical Debt: TD of subject software repositories are measured using source code
analysis tool SonarQube. SonarQube computes TD based on the Software Quality Assessment
which is based on Lifecycle Expectations methodology (SQALE) [84]. The SQALE is a
methodology that organizes non-functional requirements related to code quality. Nonfunctional requirements are realized in terms of coding rules and issues in the SonarQube
implementation of the SQALE method. The details of this TD calculation by SonarQube can
be found in SonarQube documentation [91].
We perform similar calculations to measure TD density by dividing the TD co unts by
analyzed lines of code and multiplying by 100. This density refers to the number of TD per
line of code.
In Figure 8 and Figure 9, R1, R2...R5 represents a set of 3 types of repository that includes
MDE, Design Driven (DD), and Non-Design Driven (Non-DD) respectively. This repository
set selection process for R1, R2...R5 have been conducted sequentially. For instance, MDE
repository WSO2 Tools is selected with Cds-test-Runner and Selenium from DD and NonDD repository list respectively.

5.4 Results
Our assessment criteria are based on two primary measurements; measurements of CS and
measurements of TD. In the following we report on these two measurements.
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Table 32:Code Smells and Technical Debt Results

Repository
WSO2 Tools
aspirerfid
pldoctoolkit
UNICASE
Reuseware
Total
Average

MDE

Analyzed
LoC
550,709
99,147
30,076
161,789
73,912
915,633
183,127

Large Large
Class Method
78
636
10
103
1
24
8
49
5
44
102
856
20
171

Code
Clone
5,600
1,000
349
1,281
794
9,024
1,805

Code Smells
Excessive God
Imports Class
371
414
40
40
24
15
122
49
18
62
575
580
115
116

Cyclomatic
Complexity
1,872
257
97
297
217
2,740
548

Total

Technical
Debt

8,971
1,450
510
1,806
1,140
13,877
2,775

741
166
50
148
100
1,205
241

DD

Cdt-tests-runner
Oryx-editor
101repo
Activiti
Poi
Total
Average

982,425
543,704
154,437
192,812
427,326
2,300,704
460,141

150
16
1
19
96
282
56

477
28
15
77
311
908
182

9,535
16,991
2,475
890
1,628
31,519
6,304

69
30
0
40
131
270
54

319
62
6
66
238
691
138

1,619
277
43
302
1,362
3,603
721

12,169
17,404
2,540
1,394
3,766
37,273
7,455

1,200
486
386
122
322
2,516
503

Non-DD

Selenium
Fastjson
Mal
Deeplearning4j
Presto
Total
Average

775,268
149,186
166,296
221,711
716,021
2,028,482
405,696

3
23
0
79
57
162
32

8
103
2
374
181
668
134

10,104
1,955
3,075
2,699
2,536
20,369
4,074

71
10
0
184
744
1,009
202

11
25
4
160
114
314
63

92
341
27
1,381
693
2,534
507

10,289
2,457
3,108
4,877
4,325
25,056
5,011

217
196
415
720
420
1,968
394

5.4.1 Results Based on Code Smells
The total number of code smells in handwritten code in the MDE context are significantly
reduced as shown in Table 32. The total number of CS increase with code size metrics in any
type of repositories. In all 15 repositories, HC in MDE contexts are associated with reduced
CS (#CSMDE < #CSDD & #CSMDE < #CSN DD). Since the number of CS are associated with elevated
values when the code size increases, we calculate the frequency of CS for each repository, we
formulate normalized CS metrics as CS density.
Figure 8 illustrates results of six CS density of MDE HC and Non-MDE repository code.
Fig.3.A) to Fig 3.F) illustrates Large Class, Large Method, Duplicate Code, Excessive
Imports, God Class, and Cyclomatic complexity CS density respectively. In addition, we
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report on pairwise comparative analysis of CS in MDE handwritten code and Non -MDE
repository code.

Figure 8: Code Smells in MDE, DD & Non-DD repositories

Figure 8 shows that 60% of the HC from selected MDE repositories have elevated Large
method, Duplicate code and Cyclomatic complexity CS densities. In case of Excessive
imports and God class CS densities, 80% of the HC (MDE) have more CS density than Non MDE repository code. However, we observed opposite the results in Large class CS density
in 80% of the HC in selected MDE repositories. We also found that all MDE HC to be
𝐷
associated with elevated CS density on average compared to Non-MDE repositories ( #𝐶𝑆𝑀𝐷𝐸
>
𝐷 & #𝐶𝑆 𝐷
𝐷
#𝐶𝑆𝐷𝐷
𝑀𝐷𝐸 > #𝐶𝑆𝑁𝐷𝐷 ).

In normalized CS, we found that Large method, Excessive imports, Cyclomatic
Complexity are the top 3 CS that are introduced in MDE HC. However, God class and Large
class are the least introduced CS in MDE environment
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5.4.2 Results Based on Technical Debt
Table 32 shows a total number of Technical Debt in MDE handwritten code and NonMDE repository code. We found that total TD in MDE HC are associated with reduced TD.
In other words, HC in MDE environment introduce less TD than Non-MDE environment
code. To normalize the total number of TD in the MDE handwritten code base, we compute
TD density.
Figure 9 illustrates TD density results for MDE HC and Non-MDE repository code.
Overall, 80% of HC from selected MDE repositories have higher TD density than Non -MDE
repository code. We also calculate TD elevation between MDE handwritten code bases and
Non-MDE repositories. There is a 13% TD density elevation in all 5 MDE HC compared to
DD repository code (#𝑇𝐷𝑀𝐷𝐸 >#𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐷 ). However, TD elevation in all MDE HC compared
to Non-DD repositories is insignificant (2% elevation) (#𝑇𝐷𝑀𝐷𝐸 >#𝑇𝐷𝑁𝐷𝐷 ).

Figure 9: Technical Debt (TD) Result

5.5 Analysis
The study results demonstrate that both code smells and technical debt is significantly
elevated in handwritten code in MDE repositories. There are smells that were largely unique
to this handwritten code, namely, large methods, duplicate code, and excessive imports.
Interestingly, this code also had significantly low number of large class code smells. This
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suggests that refactoring for large methods would be relatively straightforward. Another key
finding is that TD density was the largest in HC code in MDE context. Based on our sample,
we found evidence that designs by themselves tend to reduce TD, as evident in the TD density
counts for design driven repositories. Further, this would suggest that the elevated TD counts
in MDE repositories is largely due to the unique constraints that software engineer face in
developing this code. Overall, this confirms the hypothesis that handwritten code in MDE
context is subject to unique constraints that adversely affect its quality and sustainability .

Figure 11: Average Technical Debt Density Results

Figure 10: Average Code Smell Density Results

The first research question investigates the code quality characteristics. For that, we found
that code smell density and TD density are elevated in HC in MDE repositories. We also
observe that Cyclomatic complexity to be elevated in HC MD E repositories. The second
research question focuses on investigating unique deficiencies in the handwritten code in
MDE contexts. This study finds that Large Method code smell density is the highest overall
in HC code, followed by duplicate code and excessive imports. Large method code smells are
often associated with Large class smells, but this was not the case in this study. This suggests
that classes in HC MDE context have few numbers of methods but with significantly large
number of lines of code within each method. This is potentially due to how these methods
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grow over time, or how these methods extend and/or integrate with generated artifacts. The
third research question investigates Technical debt measures. Often, TD follows code smells
as is the case in this study. TD count and density is elevated in HC code in MDE contexts in
all five subject MDE repositories.

5.6 Related Works
There is very limited literature on the code quality within the context of MDE
environment. Hutchinson et al. [41] conducted an empirical study of MDE projects in the
context of industry by questionnaire and interviews. They reported on the understanding of
social and organizational factors on MDE usages and investigated factors of failure and
success aspects of MDE such as benefits of code generation. Moreover, Fernandez Saez et al.
[42] conducted interviews and questionnaire on UML and software modeling with employees
of a software company who works on software maintenance projects. The results of this
survey suggest that UML modeling is beneficial, however, there are concerns on integrating
modeling into the overall software engineering approach. These investigations are based on
interviews and questionnaire on industry MDE software. However, our study investigates
characteristics of handwritten code (HC) in MDE and Non-MDE software sub-systems from
open source GitHub.
In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) projects, most or at least some code is automatically
generated from models. He et al. analyzed 16 MDE projects and found that the generated code
contains more code smells than what software developers would normally produce [27]. This
study by He et al., observed there seems to be limited literature on TD in the context of
modeling and MDE. Izurieta et al. discussed in a basic concept of TD in the context of MDE
but did not provide code level analysis [39].
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Nurgoho and Chaudron [45] analyzed impacts of UML modeling (class diagram and
sequence diagram) in terms of defects density with software modules that are not modeled
and found that UML modeling reduces the defect density in code than not modeled modules.
Consequently, Lucredio et al. [46] conducted three case studies and measured the impact
of MDE on software reuse. They compared software systems that are developed in MDE and
Non-MDE environment. The results of this investigation suggest that in some domains such
as in business domain MDE environment improves reusability. However, MDE environment
software development approach associated with some maintenance cost.
Mohagheghi and Dehle [48] reported on MDE applications in the industry; their studies
aim at investigating the impact of MDE on the software quality. They conducted a literature
review of 25 papers and found very few empirical data that focuses on the quality of software
that is developed in the MDE environment. In their report, they found when MDE is applied
in software developed it advocates the productivity and the quality of the software system.
Arisholm et al. [4] carried out controlled experiments to assess the impacts of using UML
documentation in software maintenance. The results of this study suggest that UML
documentation does help to save effort in term of time. Moreover, the authors found that UML
documentation has positive impacts on the most complex tasks. Dzidek et al. [40] conducted
similar controlled experiments and observed UML provides benefits in terms of correctness,
time and software quality.
However, model and code synchronization are reported as the most fragile and time
consuming activity (Forward and Lethbridge [92]; Thorn and Gustafsson [93]). They found
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that software models are used for means of communication and collaboration among team
members.

5.7 Threats to Validity
There are some threats to validity in this study that we categorize as internal threats to
validity and external threats to validity. Internal threats refer to threats that exist inside the
study which can bias the study. However, external threats refer to whether we can generalize
this study with different settings.
5.7.1 Internal Threats to Validity
The selected types of CS are a subset of all the CS that are predominantly found in the
codebase and indicates maintenance needed in the codebase. We do not claim that the selected
types of CS are a complete set for TD. Furthermore, we do not claim that other CS that are
not included in this study cannot be TD indicators.
The second threats to the validity of this study is the precision of measuring CS by PMD
and SonarQube tool. We do not claim that PMD and SonarQube are the best tools to measure
CS. There are many source code analysis tools out there that can measure CS. We use
SonarQube and PMD because these are the most popular source code analysis tools.
The third threat to validity is artifacts identification in MDE and Non-MDE projects which
verifies whether a selected project is MDE or Non-MDE. We conducted a semi-automated
process to identify MDE elements in the codebase. We do not claim that our identification
process is the most appropriate one.
In this study, we undermine the importance of assessing some confounding factors such
as developer’s expertise. Assessing these types of confounding factors will not give us a
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perfect perception of MDE environment, but may provide us the developers’ circumstance
under which MDE environment could be beneficial.
5.7.2 External Threats to Validity
There is the risk that the selected 15 repositories are not a good representation of the
general practices and other open-source repositories. This risk is introduced in the selection
process. To minimize this risk, we selected repositories of sizes close to the median repository
size in GitHub. We also excluded repositories that are trivial. We defined trivial repositories
which have less than 100 commits and code size is less than 145k.
The second threats to the validity of this study is identifying MDE projects considering
the GMF/EMF framework. There are some other modeling frameworks such as Xtext that
also can generate executable code from the model. We use GMF/EMF because these are the
most popular modeling framework in MDE context.
The third type of threats to validity is identifying comparable repositories by their code
size, the number of commits in GitHub, and primary programming language. We do not claim
that these criteria are the best criteria to select comparable MDE and Non-MDE projects.
A fourth important external validity risk is related to our pool of open-source repositories.
Open source repositories tend to be developed using an agile approach and are often not from
domains where safety and reliability are critical. In our future work, we have a plan to include
domain specific repository selection criteria.
Moreover, all the code repositories were selected from the GitHub open-source platform,
conclusions from this study should be comprehended within the context of open-source
software.
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5.8 Summary
The study analyzes the code quality characteristics in MDE repositories. We investigate
the handwritten code in MDE projects and compare their code quality with Non -MDE
environment codebases. The handwritten code in MDE context is unique because it must
integrate with and extent code that is automatically generated from models. The results of this
study suggest that the handwritten code developed in MDE environments suffers from
elevated levels of code smells and technical debt. This HC shows degraded quality in terms
of poor design compared to similar Non-MDE code. The study found that there are more code
smells, such as God class, Excessive imports, Large method, and Cyclomatic complexity that
are more prevalent in handwritten code in MDE repositories. Study results show that 60% of
the HC from selected MDE repositories have elevated Large method, Duplicate code and
Cyclomatic complexity CS densities. In case of Excessive imports and God class CS d ensities,
80% of the HC (MDE) have more CS density than Non-MDE repository code. In addition,
measures of Technical Debt were also elevated in this code. For example, overall, 80% of HC
from selected MDE repositories have higher TD density than Non-MDE repository code.
In this study, I reported key code smells that tend to be more prevalent in this unique
handwritten code; namely, large method, excessive imports, and duplicate code smells. We
attribute this to the constraints that are unique to the handwritten code in MDE projects. These
constraints include having to integrate with and extend generated artifacts. MDE repositories
often use code generators that may produce code that is not intuitive or comprehensible. Such
factors, among others, contribute to the degraded code quality. And since this handwritten
code tends to consume a significant portion of the maintenance effort, its degraded quality
may cancel out or overshadow the benefits of automated code generation.
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This study highlights the need to optimize code generators for human comprehension, and
to prioritize generating modular extensible code.
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CHAPTER 6: CHARACTERIZATION OF SOFTWARE DESIGN AND
COLLABORATIVE MODELING IN OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS
This chapter is based on the paper published paper at the 9th International Conference on
Model Driven Engineering and Software Development [10].
Software design is fundamental to developing high-quality, sustainable, maintainable
software. Design languages, such as UML, have become the defacto standard in software
design, but their infiltration in the main-stream practices remain vague. Recent studies suggest
significant and increasing uptake in mainstream and open-source spheres. Mining repositories
and the software modeling artifacts often underpin the findings of these studies and focus on
counting the instances of modeling artifacts as an indicator for adoption.
This study aims to characterize this uptake in greater depth by focusing on analyzing the
instances of models in open-source projects. The goal is to uncover the profiles of developers
who tend to create modeling artifacts, and those developers who maintain them throughout
the project life cycle, and to uncover the timelines of model creation and manipulation in
reference to project evolution. This study sheds light on the nature of model based
collaboration and interactions, and characterizes the role of model-based artifacts well beyond
mining their presence in open source repositories.
The study finds that, despite the nominal increase in the presence of model based artifacts,
these artifacts are rarely maintained and are typically created by a small and unique set of
practitioners. Models are often created early in the project life cycle and do not play any
significant role in the collaborative development activities of the subject projects. Life span
of these model files are relatively shorter than code file life span. Unexpectedly, models tend
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to be more frequently updated and maintained when the project has relatively fewer number
of models.

6.1 Introduction
Software systems and software-intensive systems continue their exponential growth in
size and complexity. Such systems require enhanced levels of collaborations and collective
comprehensibility and designs [94]. Continuous software design and modeling throughout the
project life cycle is proven to enhance collaboration, maintainability, and the sustainability of
these systems.
Recent research that investigates the practices of software design and the adoption of
several design languages tend to suggest a consistent increase in the adoption of design and
modeling practices. These studies tend to rely on two primary sources of data; mining open source repositories and empirical investigations of the practitioners. Despite the advances in
software repository mining tools and techniques, these studies tend to rely on nominal
numbers of modeling artifacts presence as an indicator for the level of adoption of design
practices. The focus on counting the number of modeling artifacts in repositories leaves much
more uncovered, such as the profiles of those engineers who create the models, when are those
models created, and how often are these models are maintained.
The goal of this study is to focus on a relatively smaller instances of repositories, and
investigate their models in greater depth. The investigations focus on uncovering the specifics
of those models, their creators and maintainers, their lifespans in reference to the project
overall evolution, and the frequency with which these models are updated in reference to other
repository artifacts.
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In this study, we identify seventeen (17) software repositories selected from an extensive
and customized query from GitHub. The query identifies most active repositories with
significant presence of design artifacts. From these repositories, we extract every software
design artifact and collect extensive contextual data sets that includes, the profile of engineers
who created and maintained those models, the timelines of model creations and maintenance,
the frequency of their updates in reference to other repository artifacts, among other.

6.2 Related Work
Studies on software modeling uses are conducted using surveys and questionnaire [53].
However, very few studies are focused on the usages of models in open-source [78].
Software modeling practices are investigated in few industries. These studies are
conducted using surveys and questionnaire. Gorschek et al. focused on a sample population,
who are programmers, partially working in industry and open-source systems [95]. The results
show that their sample design models are not used extensively. However, UML models are
used mainly for communication purposes. In addition, they reported that models are used by
the novice programmers rather than being used by experience software developers. Kobryn et
al. reported that UML has been widely accepted throughout the software industry [50]. Dobing
et al. found that UML has become widely accepted as a modeling standard [67]. Grossman
et al. reported that UML as having tremendous popularity [24]. Budgen et al. describe it as a
de facto standard [54].
Often, research would identify a specific project or organization for in-depth analysis of
the practices. These studies often focus on one or a few cases for investigations .
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There are some works addressing small numbers of case studies of modeling in open source projects. Yatani et al. [22] reported on the model usage in Ubuntu development by
interviewing 9 contributors. The authors found that models are not actively used and updated.
They also explored models are not used consistently and how developers adopted their
development without using models. This study extended by Chung et al. [96] with a survey
which includes 230 developers and designers. The results suggest that there is only 27%
practice diagramming update found very often or all the time during the software
development. Similarly, Osman et al. [23] performed 10 case studies of open-source projects
from Google-code and SourceForge that use UML. The study found that the frequency of
updating UML models is low. The authors also found two reasons that triggers updating UML
diagram: 1) if there are changes in the features of the system, and 2) if there is a group of
newcomers joining the project.
In open-source software development, code remains the key development artifacts [75].
Researchers know very little about the use of UML models in open-source. However, some
software engineering researchers performed some efforts to identify UML models and their
usages. Nonetheless, the data set is very small and not up to date. ReMoDD [5] is a repository
for UML models, but their repository collection is not extensive. For example, in 9 years it
has 81 UML models stored (2016 results). Hebig et al. [19] reported on a study that
investigates how UML models are used. The authors mined GitHub to understand when UML
models are created and updated. The results of the study suggest that UML models are
generally used at the beginning of project start. They also found that 12% of model duplicates
in GitHub. However, there are work done manually by Karasneh et al. [97] who used a
crawling approach to automatically fill an online repository with approximately 700 model
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images. But this work was focused on the models only and the authors did not take any
consideration of project context which included any type of models such as academic,
industry.

6.3 Study Design
In this study, we investigate 17 repositories listed in Table 33 that uses and practices UML
modeling in open-source. The goal of the study is to understand the uses of UML modeling
in open-source. The study investigates UML models in open-source specifically in GitHub.
We used a tool ModelMine [9] to identify UML model and their repositories. There are some
repository selection criteria that we used to identify UML models such as programming
languages, number of commits, number of contributors, and popularity in the GitHub. After
Identifying models from these 17 selected repositories we analyzed the UML models. We
identified the total commits in each repository. Commits are analyzed to understand the
updates that are made on the UML files. This study answers the following research questions.
RQ1. How prevalent are model-based artifacts in open-source projects?
To answer this research question, we investigate the UML based repository in open source. We use the ModelMine tool that has a feature to retrieve repository from open-source
using different file extension and number of commits and the project update date and other
criteria. This research question investigates how often UML models are used in open -source
repositories.
RQ2. How are UML models maintained in open-source projects?
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To answer this research question, we investigate UML model commits. Model commits
provided with updates that are performed by the contributors. This information also provides
information on the model updates in relation to project update. This will give us information
on how frequently models are used and get updated over the time.
RQ3.What are the profiles of those engineers who create, share and, maintain model
artifacts?
To answer this research question, we obtained the repository contributor’s information.
We also collect profile information including the practitioners' activities, contributions, and
experiences in open-source projects. We identify the total number of model contributors in
each repository. Only public data is retrieved from contributors’ profile.
RQ4. What is the lifespan of model based artifacts in relation to the project lifecycle?
To investigate how UML models are maintained by the repository contributors, we mine
model and repository commits. We compare the total number of models commits with the
total number of repositories commits.
Table 33: Repository Information
Repo # Name

Contributors

Commits Language

GitHub URL

1

contrib

7

209

Java

https://github.com/europeana/contrib

2

SnakeInTheDark

6

416

Java

https://github.com/MrStrings/SnakeInTheDark

3

nanoengineer

6

11688

Python

4

luciddb

7

5107

Java

https://github.com/LucidDB/luciddb

5

MobSens

7

776

Java

https://github.com/Institute-Web-Science-andTechnologies/MobSens

6

lambdaalligatoren

6

1786

Java

https://github.com/vincent23/lambda-alligatoren

7

mars_city

21

1304

C++

https://github.com/mars-planet/mars_city

8

arcemu

11

4307

C++

https://github.com/arcemu/arcemu

9

pse_allocation

6

1418

Java

https://github.com/EmilDohse/pse_allocation

10

h5cpp

12

1317

C++

https://github.com/ess-dmsc/h5cpp

11

netty

11

2247

Java

https://github.com/ChenLuigi/netty
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https://github.com/kanzure/nanoengineer

12

hotel-california

6

433

Java

https://github.com/verath/hotel-california

13

dataDictionary

8

14

TDA593-18

7

1316

C++

https://github.com/openETCS/dataDictionary

312

Java

15

model-drivensoftwaredevelopment

https://github.com/Jaxing/TDA593-18

7

478

Java

https://github.com/Centril/model-driven-softwaredevelopment

16

FinalPortalURL

8

254

Java

https://github.com/ahuitz/FinalPortalURL

17

moodles

9

222

Java

https://github.com/hedmanw/moodles

6.3.1 Data Collection Methodology
This section presents the data collection of this study. We use a mining tool to collect
UML based repositories from open-source platforms. There are several open-source platforms
that contain UML based repository. GitHub is one of the popular open source’s repositories.
However, there are deficiencies identifying UML models in GitHub because GitHub mining
is a nontrivial task. Nonetheless, there are few publicly available repositories that list UML
projects. However, this collection is relatively small and not up to date. In this s tudy, we use
a model mining tool named ModelMine [9] to retrieve the up to date UML based repositories
with recent metadata information. The following sections discuss the mining repositories,
identifying UML based repositories and data extraction of UML files.
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Figure 12: Data Collection Flow

6.3.2 Mining Open-Source Repositories
In this section, we present the UML based repository collection methodology from open source GitHub. To access the resources from GitHub, we use ModelMine tool which fetches
models with filtered criteria. To identify model based repositories that use UML, we identify
8 filtered variables that identify well maintained and popular model based repositories listed
in Table 34.
There are two types of artifacts (keywords and qualifiers). This is because of the tool
requirements for search query construction. It requires at least one search term as keywords to
be included in addition to that add qualifiers. This artifact (keywords or qualifiers) allow us to
limit our search to specific areas of open source repositories.
We use a UML file extension in the search and retrieve 465 UML based repositories. These
repositories include minimum one UML model in the repository. This is a large number of
repositories to analyze. Due to the time constraint, we use some repository selection criteria
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shown in Figure 12 to make the list short. The criteria are as follows: minimum 200 commits,
5 contributors and primary programming languages of the repository must belong to Python,
Java or C++. Finally, we remove duplicate repositories to identify 17 repositories that has
minimum one UML modeling. This exclusion criteria also ensure that we do not include trivial
model based repositories.
6.3.3 Identification of Potential UML Based Repositories
After the mining process, we identify 17 UML based repositories. Primarily, UML file
extension is used because including other file extensions provides a large number of data and
conducting in depth analysis on these large amounts of data is a tedious and time-consuming
work. We select UML file extension to retrieve UML model files with their repository
information. Moreover, all UML files are not actual UML files. Therefore, we use a manual
filtering process to identify actual UML models to ensure expert opinion on the selection.
This filtering process has been applied after collecting all the UML models. Identifying
actual UML models will be impossible if we do not classify UML models at the beginning of
repository selection.
6.3.4 UML Meta Data Extraction
After identifying 17 repositories that used UML modeling, we found a total number of
886 UML files. After filtering out the duplicate model files we collected 92 unique model
files. To understand the usages of these model files we analyze the commits of these model
files. ModelMine tool is used to retrieve the commits of those model files. The tool is able to
provide the commits, author information, file creation date, modification date, etc. This
information is very crucial as it sheds lights on the updates of UML models in a repository.
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Table 34:Variable Identifying Model Based Repository
Number
1

Type

Variable Name

Keywords (Required) UML Context

Description
Identify repositories that matches given context.

2

Language

Identify repositories with given language such as java.

3

Extension

Identify repositories with given le extension.

Memory size

Identify repository which have minimum 200 KB

5

Life Span

Identify repositories that have minimum project life span

6

Popularity

Identify repositories that have minimum number of stars as popularity index.
Total Number of commits in a repository

4

Qualifiers (Optional)

7

Commits

Number of Commits

8

Contributors

Number of contributors Total number of active contributors in a repository

6.3.5 UML Model File Assessment Criteria
We conduct analysis on UML model files. We compare code file commits with the average
number of UML model file commits in respective repositories. Commits percentage and
average commits is used to visualize the comparison clearly. Similarly, Life span of m odel
file is computed. Total number of model file and model file updates are counted for all the
seventeen repositories. Additionally, we assumed software development is performed in three
development phases (First phase, Second phase, Third phase). These three phases are
identified by dividing the entire project life in three parts equally.

6.4 Results
This section presents the results of this study such as how often models are used in open source and how we found models, who create, contribute and manage those models.
Moreover, we presented the total number of model file contributors compared to code file
contributors. This section presents how those models are updated by the contributors and
whether maintained on timely manner. Finally, we presented the timeline of model file
creation in reference to project timeline and time span of model updates in software life cycle.
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6.4.1 How models are used in open-source
For the analysis, we downloaded 465 non-forked GitHub repositories with ModelMine
tool [9]. After filtering out the data for potential UML files, we retrieved a list of 17
repositories and their GitHub link. 886 files were classified as UML model files in 17
repositories, this includes duplicate models. To filter out unique models’ files, we performed
extraction of model related data which are unique. This filter resulted in 92 unique UML files.
We obtained the dataset from GitHub between Jan 2012 to August/September 2019. All
the commits and repository information lie between this time frame. The reason for selecting
this time span is due to the fact that our retrieval procedure takes so much time that context
changes. Therefore, for instance, in the time that goes from the retrieval of information of the
files that are included in a project (August/ 2019) to the time where the git repositories where
downloaded (November/December 2019), some of them were renamed, deleted or made
private.
In consequence, 92 unique model files are used for analysis. These files belong to 17
GitHub projects. Of these 3, include a single UML file, only and 14 projects include between
2 and 9 UML files. We perform our analysis in 92 unique model files and their repositories
as large number of repositories and model analysis would be explanatory for this study in
terms of time.
6.4.2 Who creates, contributes, and manages models
This research question investigates model contributor's profiling information and the total
number of model contributor in relation to repository contributor. Table 35 presents model
contributors profiling data in GitHub (Only publicly available data have been collected). This
reveals model contributor's software development experience in GitHub. This also i ncludes
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total number of contributed repositories in GitHub and the total number of contributions in
GitHub. Table 35 data shows that a large number of model contributors are experienced and
have a minimum number of contributions in GitHub except for model contributor number
5,6,7 in repository LucidDb (Repo # 4) which is shown as bold. These three model
contributors have less than one year of software development experience and additionally,
their total number of contributions in GitHub is one.
Results also show that very few contributors contribute to the models and these
contributors are very specific in their activities in Figure 13 depicts that the number of model
contributors is always lower than the repository contributors. We measured average number
of contributors and found that average number of model contributors is lower than repository
contributors. For instance, average number of repository contributor is 9 whereas average
number of model contributors is 4. Average contributor number is measured by simply adding
all the contributors and divided by the total project count.
This result implies that not many contributors work on the models in the development.
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Table 35:Model Contributor’s Profiling Information
Repo # Repo Name
1

Contrib

2

ShakeInTheDark

3

nanoengineer

4

LucidDb

5

Mobens

6

lambdaalligatoren

7

mars_city

8

arcemu

9

pse_allocation

10

h5cpp

11

netty

12

hotel-california

13

dataDictionary

14

TDA593-18

15

model-drivensoftwaredevelopment

16

FinalPortalURL

17

moodles

Model
Number of
Contributor Contributed Repos
#1
#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#3
#1
#2
#1
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#1
#1
#2
#3
#4
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#1
#2
#3
#1
#2
#3

12
9
4
1
11
17
15
1
37
1
1
1
6
28
19
20
26
68
20
6
14
4
2
5
13
39
10
41
8
6
7
4
23
30
37
4
7
4
13
2
2
119
15
8
6
12
32
35
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Years of
Experience in
GitHub
10
6
6
10
10
9
12
8
11
0
0
0
7
7
9
8
8
6
11
12
7
4
4
8
7
15
7
11
8
7
8
8
6
6
6
6
7
9
7
7
7
9
5
6
5
7
7
7

Total Number
of
Contributions
1352
533
75
2
169
2127
1627
2
1051
1
1
1
125
1557
692
1434
583
1075
4498
1254
424
209
233
4218
5605
11031
868
3118
370
238
365
496
648
1605
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Figure 13:Number of Model and Repository Contributors

6.4.3 How models are updated and maintained
This research questions answers whether models get updated and if so, how often models
get updated. We computed the model commit percentage in reference to project commits in
Figure 14. For example, in repository 17, 8.5% shows model commits percentage in
comparison of that repository commits.
Additionally, we computed the total number of model file updates for those repositories
that have equal or less than 10 model files and those have more than 10 model file counts in
Figure 15. In Figure 15, the number of updates is grouped in eight categories to present the
result clearly. Our results indicate that vast majority of model files never get updated. The
results show that projects with less model files are frequently updated than projects containing
larger number of model files. This result is reflected in Figure 15.
Figure 14 depicts all the repositories have lower number of average models commits than
the projects file commits. This explores the phenomenon that models are less updated and
maintained than code files. The highest percentage of model commits is performed in
repository number 12 which is approximately 12%. However, repository 1,3,4,8,11 have
approximately 0% of model commits compare to repository commits.
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Figure 14:UML Model Commits

6.4.4 When models are created and updated in software life cycle
The last research question investigates model life cycle in relation to project life cycle.
Figure 16 shows that 66.3% models are created and get updated in the first phase of software
development. Only, 24.4% model files are created and get updated in second phase of the
development, and 9.3% in third phase. This reveals an interesting finding that models are
introduced in the beginning of the development whereas at the end very few models are
introduced.
Figure 17 shows the life span of model file in relation to project life span. We measured
life span (model and project) by simply identifying first creation date and last update date.
Results in Figure 17 reveals that average model life span compare to project life span is only
approximately 15%.

6.5 Analysis
Considering our initial expectation, we found a small number of model files in opensource. Seventeen selected repositories contained 886 models. After the filtering process, we
identified 92 unique model files which is a small number of models compared to code files.
In the following, some interpretation is presented from this study.
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6.5.1 Models Maintenance
The interpretation is that models are introduced very early in the development and rarely
maintained by the developers. Several studies support this claim such as Hebig et al. found
that creating/updating of UML happens most often during a very short phase at the project
start [19]. Moreover, Ho-Quang et al. reported that modeled designs are only partially
followed during implementation [78]. Models are just used in designing or visualizing the
system, could be one of the reasons behind this. Other interpretation is that main taining
models is an extra work that developers are not willing to perform because of time constraint.
Fig Figure 15 shows different model file distributions per edit. This explores that projects
with less model files are updated frequently than projects with higher number of model files.
The reasons behind this could be version control which is absent in modeling in open-source.
This leads not to encourage developers to update their increased number of model files.
However, introducing models is a positive aspect on the usages of modeling in open source. This could be a starting point of the usages of models in open-source.
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Figure 15: Model File Distribution Per Update

6.5.2 Model Contributors
Results show that model contributors are a subset of repository contributors. It is also
evident that very few contributors take part in modeling compare to code file contribution.
The interpretation behind this expert software practitioners is only able to contribute in model
creation and updates. Table 35 data verifies this claim. However, Gorschek et al. found a
different result that modeling are mostly done by the novice programmers rather than
experienced software engineer [95].
6.5.3 Model Life Cycle
Model life cycle refers to time between model creation and end. In the analysis, it is found
that models are created very early stage of developments and get maintained after that for a
time being (Figure 16). However, at the end of development, there is very little updates
evident in the model files. The interpretation is that models are only used for system designing
purpose and become obsolete over time. Supporting this claim Osman et al. reported that the
frequency of updating UML models is low [23]. Authors found two triggers for updating
UML diagrams: 1) if there are changes in the features of the system, and 2) if there is a group
of newcomers joining the project.
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Figure 16:Distribution of model files when first introduced in project life cycle

Figure 17:Life Span of UML Models

6.5.4 Duplicate Models
In our analysis, we found many duplicates model files. We filtered out the unique model
files and excluded all the duplicate model files. We investigate the reasons of using these
duplicate files. One of the interpretations is that these duplicate files are created by different
developers who are unaware of the file’s existence beforehand.
6.5.5 Reasons of Model Usages
One of the threats that is still remained in this study is that we do not know the source or
the actual usages of these UML modeling. Additionally, we do not have sufficient evidence
on whether these models are introduced because of designing purpose or introduced to
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contribute to the actual development. We plan to further investigate this phenomenon in our
future research.

6.6 Threats to Validity
There are internal and external threats to validity in this study. Internal threats refer to
risks within the study whereas external threats refer threats outside of the study design.
External Threats: We do not claim that the set of repositories presented in this paper include
all UML based repository in open-source. Though this study is worth to investigate because
the results provide an insightful information on the UML usages in open-source.
There is another bias in this study that is whether identified UML models are created only
for the software designing purpose. To mitigate this risk, we manually filtered out the UML
files by the experts to find the identified UML files really contain any UML modeling.
The study is conducted within the context of GitHub, but not other open-source platforms
such as BitBucket, SourceForge. Therefore, the results of this study cannot be generalized to
the other platforms. It is possible that UML is used in a different ration within projects at other
platforms. However, GitHub is one of popular and most used open-source platform [98],
hence the contribution of this research is useful for the fellow researchers in this field.
Internal Threats: Internal risks of this study is that considering UML files as the only UML
model based repository. There are many other file formats are available that also present UML
modeling. Nonetheless, this investigation provides valuable information for the UML
modeling researchers.
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Risks exists in profiling information for the software engineers who participate in software
modeling. It could be the case that the targeted software modelers do not perform modeling
and are not familiar with modeling and this is the reason, we find less updates on models.
Another risk is that the identified UML models are created only for teaching or academic
purpose for a short period of time. And these models are not representative for the models in
open-source projects. To mitigate this risk, we manually checked the repositories and
confirmed that the selected repositories are non-trivial.

6.7 Summary
This study identifies the UML model based repositories in open-source GitHub. The
selection process excludes non-trivial projects. This corpus of UML model based repositories
would be used for the software engineering researchers who want to conduct research on UML
models further. This study also identifies the usages of UML models, how they are stored in
a project, how models get updated and maintained over time and collaboratively used by the
software engineers. Study results show that models are created and maintained by experienced
software engineers, and often UML model files are not updated. For example, repository
“moodles” shows 8.5% model commits in comparison to that repository commits. The highest
percentage of model commits is performed in repository “hotel-California”, which is
approximately 12%. Study results also show that models are created at the first phase of
software development. In this study, 66.3% of models are created and get updated in the first
phase of software development. Further, modifications or updates are made on the files,
mostly at the beginning and in the middle of the software development phase. Study results
show that model life span is shorter compared to project life span. The study reports that the
average model life span compares to project life span is only approximately 15%. Often,
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repositories with fewer model files get updated frequently than repositories with a higher
number of model files.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This dissertation covers the broad area of software design practices, impacts of design on
code quality and software sustainability, unique code quality in the MDE context, and usages
of UML models in open source projects. Moreover, I investigate modeling in open-source in
a large scale to understand how models are actually used in commercial and non -commercial
projects. Nonetheless, this work sheds some light on software engineering research, such as
software modeling and design practices and their effects on code quality. This will help the
modeling community and tool developers to understand the problems and difficulties
associated with modeling and tools. Mature tool support and usages of models in projects will
encourage software engineering to elevate the modeling practices.
I conducted an online survey study to investigate software design practices that uncover
software engineer’s perception in software design and modeling. This survey collected
responses of 228 software practitioners replicating a previous survey study that was performed
ten years ago. The research goal of this study is to uncover trends in the practice of software
design and the adoption patterns of software modeling languages such as UML. The results
show key trends in the software modeling practice that includes a significant increase in the
adoption of informal modeling practices and modeling with domain-specific language. The
study also identifies key deficiencies in the software modeling tools, the significant learning
curve of software modeling and complexities of modeling tools, and the lack of support in
model-based collaborations.
The second study that I conducted to understand the phenomenon of whether software
design languages such as UML, in fact, improves software code quality and maintainability.
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Software engineering researchers agree to the fact that software design and UML modeling
has positive impacts on software systems and its sustainability. My aim is to characterize this
impact on code quality and software sustainability. I identified a sample of open source
software repositories with extensive use of designs and modeling and compared their code
qualities with similar code-centric repositories. I investigated and measured various code
quality attributes, such as code smells and technical debt. I also analyzed code evolution over
five-year period and collected additional data from questionnaires and interviews from
repository contributors. The study results find that repositories with significant use of models
and design activities are associated with reduced critical code smells but are also associated
with an increase in non-critical code smells. The results also suggest that modeling and design
activities are associated with a significant reduction in measures of technical debt. Code
evolution reveals that UML repositories start with significantly lower technical debt density
measures but tend to decline over time.
The third study I conducted to investigate whether there are unexpected side effects of
using software model generated code. This generated code is fundamentally different than
what engineers write by hand because in these cases code is directly generated from model.
Synchronization between handwritten code and model generated code is a unique challenge
to software engineers. My study aims to understand the impacts of UML modeling on code
quality in different environment such as MDE and Non-MDE contexts. I investigate the
unique handwritten code quality in the MDE context. The study analyzes these unique code
fragments and compares its code quality characteristics to handwritten code in repositories
where model generated code is not present. The study finds that handwritten code in MDE
environments suffer from increased Technical Debt (TD) and Code Smells (CS).
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The fourth study that I have conducted is investigating in greater depth how software
designs and models are used in open-source. For this, I have identified a set of model based
repositories by using ours in-house developed tool, ModelMine. This set of repositories have
a minimum one UML file in their repositories. I have explored how often these model files
are used in open-source, who created these model files and how models are updated, and
maintained collaboratively by the project engineers. Study results show that mode ls are
created and maintained by experienced software engineers, and often, UML model files are
created at the first phase of software development. Additionally, modifications or updates are
made on the files mostly at the beginning and in the middle of the software development
phase. Study results show that model life span is shorter compared to project life span. Often,
repositories with fewer model files get updated frequently than repositories with a higher
number of model files.
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